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ABSTRACT
WAVES AND OSCILLATIONS IN A SUNSPOT:
OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING OF NOAA AR 12470
by
Yi Chai
Waves and oscillations are important solar phenomena not only because they can
propagate and dissipate energy in the chromosphere, but also because they carry
information about the structure of the atmosphere in which they propagate. Among
these phenomena, the one of the most interesting ones occurs in the sunspot umbra. In
this area, continuously propagating magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves generated
from below the photosphere create the famous 3-minute sunspot umbral oscillations
that affect the line profile of spectral lines due to temperature, density, and velocity
changes of the plasma in the region. In the past decades, numerous observations
and models have been carried out about the nature of the 3-minute oscillation and
its relation with the coronal heating problem, but the lack of direct observations of
the temperature variation in the chromosphere has made it hard to answer these
questions.
The need for a better understanding of the fine structure of the 3-minute
oscillation and its time evolution in sunspots has intensified with the development
of better observing tools.

Among modern observatories, the Atacama Large

Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) opens up a new era of solar radio observation due to its high spatial and temporal resolution and image quality. When
combined with other cutting-edge instruments, such as the Goode Solar Telescope
(GST) at the Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO), the Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly (AIA) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory, and Interface Region
Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS), ALMA can provide unique electron temperature

diagnostics that clarify the behavior of the solar chromosphere’s response to propagating waves.
In this dissertation, a study is carried out about sunspot oscillations and wave
propagation in NOAA active region 12470 using an approximately 1 hr long dataset
acquired on 2015 December 17 by the instruments listed above. The discovery of
3-minute sunspot oscillations seen in the mm-wave band is reported for the first
time. The 2 s cadence of ALMA images makes it possible to well resolve the typical
3-minute period sunspot oscillation in the chromosphere. Fourier analysis is applied
to the ALMA 3 mm continuum and GST Hα data sets to obtain the power spectra as
well as phase information of the oscillations. The properties of the wave propagation
are analyzed by combining multiple wavelengths that probe physical parameters of
the solar atmosphere at different heights.
The chromospheric radiation is synthesized in 1-D using a radiation transfer
code which uses the Solar Irradiance Physical Modeling (SRPM) as an input. A good
correlation of the phase relationship between the observed and modeled oscillations
of Hα and temperature fluctuations has been found and it is consistent with the
result from a possible physical model for impulse-driven acoustic waves propagating
in the gravitationally stratified medium. An asymmetry in the time profile of the
temperature fluctuations discovered in the ALMA data is found to require a nonlinear
wave solution, which is applied to several atmospheric models in an attempt to match
the asymmetry and the absolute brightness temperature of the simulations to the
observations. The asymmetry is successfully reproduced using the nonlinear wave
scenario, although the absolute brightness of the simulated atmosphere remains lower
than observed. These results demonstrate the capability of ALMA mm observations
to provide new insight into what is needed for improving such atmospheric models in
the future.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Sunspots: A General View

In this chapter, I want to honor the great discoveries made by many astronomers using
a brief summary of their important achievements in the field of astrophysics, which
pave the way to our modern understanding of the Sun and particularly of sunspots.
The following historical outlines are inspired by the solar physics historical timeline
on the website of The High Altitude Observatory (HAO) [3].
In the ancient history of mankind, our knowledge of the Sun was merely a
luminous disk whose presence creates day and whose absence creates night. In the
early ages of many civilizations, the worship of the Sun as a god was an important
part in both religious and practical purposes, and led to the creation of some famous
sites on Earth such as Stonehenge or the Egyptian pyramids. With the naked eye,
the most significant solar phenomenon is the eclipse. The first known record of solar
eclipses was found in a clay tablet in the ancient city of Ugarit, which dates back
to 1223 BC. Under certain conditions, a large sunspot formation can also be viewed
by the naked eye. The first plausible recording of such an observation was found in
the Book of Changes compiled around 800 BC, although no explanation was given at
that time. Later, when Aristotle (384–322 BC) and Claudius Ptolemaeus (100–170
AD) developed the geocentric model of the cosmos with a fixed Earth at the center
surrounded by the Sun and the planets on spheres, the heavens were seen as perfect
and unvarying. In this belief, a spot on the solar surface was not possible and utterly
out of question. Instead, in line with eclipse scenarios, when the Moon covers the Sun,
the small darkenings were explained by the passage of Mercury or other transients in
front of the Sun.

1

The first meaningful sunspot observations that used telescopes were performed
by several astronomers including Johann Goldsmid (1587-1616, a.k.a. Fabricius) in
Holland, Thomas Harriot (1560-1621) in England, Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) in Italy,
and Christoph Scheiner (1575-1650) in Germany. The first publication on the topic
of sunspot observations was done by Fabricius, which was titled De Maculis in Sole
Observatis (”On the Spots Observed in the Sun”). In the meantime, Galileo studied
the sunspot and concluded that they are indeed features of the solar surface, as
opposed to the idea of Scheiner, who believed at that time that sunspots are just
satellites of the Sun. Galileo published his work in 1613, as a response to the Three
Letters on Solar Spots written by Scheiner in 1612 to Mark Welser (1558-1614),
Augsburg Magistrate, about this matter. Some years later, Scheiner accepted the
view of sunspots as marking on the solar surface and with the help of his accurate
observations, he found that the Sun’s rotational axis is inclined with respect to the
ecliptic plane. Figure 1.1 shows a reproduction of one of Galileo’s sunspot drawings
on June 23, 1612, clearly depicted the umbra and penumbra structure.
Following the early research work, there were numerous sunspot observations
done from 1610 to 1645, mainly by Johannes Hevelius (1611-1687) in Germany and
Jesuit Jean Picard (1620-1682) in France, providing a good amount of sunspot records.
However, after 1645, there were few sunspots reported until 1715. This period was
later referred to as the Maunder Minimum, after Edward Walter Maunder (1851-1928)
for his work in the long term cycles of sunspots. It is also worth pointing out that this
sunspot minimum happened during the little ice age when exceptionally cold winters
occurred throughout Europe, although research indicates that the cooling was not
global. Although reduced solar activity may in principle contribute to the cooling of
the climate, this remains a topic of controversy.
Though it had been noticed that sunspots seldom appear outside of a latitudinal
region of ±30◦ , early astronomers did not discover any long term pattern regarding the
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Figure 1.1 Reproduction of one of Galileo’s sunspot drawings.
source: https://www2.hao.ucar.edu/Education/solar-physics-historical-timeline-1600-1799
Retrieved on DATE: April 5th, 2022
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appearance and disappearance of the sunspots. It was not until 1843, after 17 years
of searching for the intra-mercurial planets, that the German amateur astronomer
Samuel Heinrich Schwabe (1789–1875) began to realize that there is a cyclic increase
and decrease with time of the average number of sunspots visible on the Sun, with
a period that Schwabe originally estimated to be 10 years. His work did not attract
too much attention at first, however it inspired other astronomers like Rudolf Wolf
(1816-1893), who was at that time the director of Bern observatory to begin regular
sunspot observations. The periodicity of sunspot activity was then fully recognized
and referred to as the solar cycle.
After the invention of the spectroscope in the 19th century, astronomers noted
the widening of spectral lines in sunspots. Chambers[13] includes an illustration and
cites observations of such spectral line broadening by Maunder in 1877. But it was
not until the early 20th century that the study of sunspots and the solar cycle was
put on a firm physical ground by the work of George Ellery Hale (1868-1938) and his
collaborators. Inspired by Zeeman’s discovery in 1896, Hale measured the Zeeman
splitting in the spectra of sunspots and detected the polarization of the split spectral
components (Figure 1.2). Hale’s work is the first quantitative demonstration that
sunspots are the seats of strong magnetic fields, which leads to the understanding
that the pressure provided by such strong magnetic field is related with the lower
temperatures observed in the sunspots compared to the photosphere.

1.2

Overview of Waves and Oscillations in the Sunspot

Sunspot oscillations are a frequently studied wave phenomenon in the solar atmosphere.
These oscillations are directly connected with the propagation of solar magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves and are believed to play an important role in coronal and
chromospheric heating. Moreover, they can also serve as a probe of the structure of
the solar atmosphere. Oscillations in sunspot umbrae [6, 5, 24] were reported shortly
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Figure 1.2 The magnetically-induced Zeeman splitting in the spectrum of a
sunspot. Reproduced from the 1919 paper by G.E. Hale, F. Ellerman, S.B. Nicholson,
and A.H. Joy.
source: https://www2.hao.ucar.edu/Education/solar-physics-historical-timeline-1800-1999
Retrieved on DATE: April 5th, 2022
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after the discovery of pressure mode (p-mode) oscillations in 1962 [30]. There are two
types of characteristic oscillations in sunspots, the 5-minute oscillation observed in the
photosphere and the 3-minute oscillation observed in the chromosphere [62, 7, 27].
Studies of sunspot oscillations have been carried out by multiple instruments over
the years, including both imaging-based as well as spectrum-based studies using the
Solar Optical Telescope onboard Hinode [43], the Nobeyama Radioheliograph [52],
the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on board SDO [52, 61], the Goode Solar
Telescope (GST) operating at Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) [40, 71, 60] and
the Spectrograph Imager on board IRIS [63, 71], all of which were focused on different
aspects of wave propagation according to each instruments’ capabilities.
In the solar photosphere, a significant amount of acoustic energy is generated
through oscillatory motion in near-surface layers. Most of the energy of upward
propagating waves at lower frequencies (below 5 mHz, or periods longer than 3-4
minutes) is reflected back in the photosphere while higher frequency waves continue
to propagate upward into the chromosphere. A variety of observations have revealed
how energy is deposited due to such wave motions. A study by [51] using Ca II (854.2
nm) line observations from the Interferometric Bidimensional Spectrometer (IBIS)
revealed the presence of significant oscillatory power above the cut-off frequency and
found that it obeys a power-law distribution with frequency up to 25 mHz, which
is the Nyquist limit of the instrument, suggesting the presence of turbulence that is
generated within the chromosphere from shock waves that develop for waves near the
cut-off frequency. This can provide a heating mechanism that deposits energy into
the chromosphere more evenly than the shock occurrences themselves in both space
and time.
Waves also carry information about the structure of the atmosphere in which
they propagate.

Since the sound speed is a function of temperature in the

chromosphere, pressure disturbances with frequencies above the acoustic cut-off
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frequency propagating upwards in the chromosphere can provide information about
the difference of the formation height of the accompanying temperature and velocity
perturbation, or in some cases, if the difference of the formation heights is known,
allowing us to study the propagation speed from phase information. Multiple studies
regarding the wave propagation behavior in the chromosphere have been conducted
in the past decades [41, 19]. Although the authors vary, these studies show no
phase difference between the Doppler shifts of the Ca II infrared triplet lines at
854.2 nm and 849.8 nm, which are formed at different heights and therefore suggests
a non-propagating component in the chromospheric wave field. Loukitcheva [36]
has demonstrated the feasibility of measuring these same chromospheric oscillations
in the mm range.

Combined with other instruments like those at Big Bear

Solar Observatory (BBSO), multi-wavelength time series images and temperature
fluctuations of inter-network oscillations should allow the measurement of travel
time between different heights of the chromosphere, therefore helping to settle the
propagation characteristics of acoustic waves.

1.2.1

5-minute oscillations

The 5-min umbral oscillations in the photosphere are coherent over a significant
fraction of the sunspot umbra and extend into portions of the neighboring penumbra.
They can be detected using spectral lines that form in the photosphere (e.g. Fe I).
Figure 1.3 shows a example from Lites’ paper [34] regarding the oscillation of the
Doppler velocity gathered using Fe I line. In the upper panel, the Doppler velocity
was filtered for 5-minutes oscillation which corresponding to the frequency band of
2 to 4.5 mHz and in the lower panel, it was filtered for 3-minutes oscillation band
of 4.5 to 7 mHz. From Figure 1.3, we can easily see the dominance of the 5-minute
oscillations with a velocity amplitude of ± 100 m/s. However, compared with p-modes
in the quiet sun region, the oscillatory velocity is much weaker in the Sunspot umbral
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region [4]. The pattern seen in Figure 1.3 is sometimes referred to as a ‘herring-bone’
pattern. One theory given by Thomas [62] states that the 5-minutes oscillations in the
sunspot photosphere could be forced by the p-mode oscillations in the surrounding
convection zone. Moreover, as pointed out by Bogdan [7], the absorbed acoustic
wave power in sunspots is proposed for mode conversion into upward propagating
magnetohydrodynamic waves.

Figure 1.3 Space-time plot for the fluctuation of Doppler velocity from Fe I 630.15
nm line. The slit was at the center of the sunspot. The time series was filtered to
pass only 5-minutes oscillation (upper left panel) or 3-minutes oscillation (lower left
panel). The time-averaged continuum intensity and Doppler velocity are shown in
the lower and upper right panels.
source: Lites [34]

1.2.2

3-minute oscillations

From Figure 1.3, one can tell that 3-minute oscillations exist in the photosphere
and is overpowered by the 5-minute oscillation in the sunspot. However, when we
look at the umbral chromosphere, the situation changes dramatically. The upward
8

propagating waves in the 3-minute range start to dominate the wave power in the
sunspot umbra [32], therefore, the study of 3-minute oscillation is mainly focused on
the chromosphere and upper photosphere where the the waves are dominant.
A long-standing interpretation of 3-minute oscillations in the chromosphere is
in terms of the resonance cavity model where the wave is trapped between layers
in the atmosphere. Early researches given by Zhugzhda [74, 73] and Dzhalilov [74]
show a system of three coupled resonant zones including one chromospheric resonator
and two subphotospheric resonators. In the schemes proposed by Zhugzhda, different
periods of waves have different resonant layers in the sun spot atmosphere, and only
the slow mode can travel through the chromosphere.
A similar study in acoustic (p) and gravity (g) modes [29] also revealed that the
oscillatory modes are produced by a resonant cavity. In that study, Leibacher & Stein
state that the 3-minute oscillations can be trapped between two boundaries where the
lower boundary is formed by reflection due to large cut-off frequency at temperature
minimum in the photosphere and the upper boundary is caused by sudden increase
of sound speed that happens in the transition region.
However, more recent studies [18, 10, 12] revealed that there may be a different
story about the 3-minute oscillations in the sunspot umbra–that they can be created
through a vertical propagating wave that travels through a gravitationally stratified
medium. This idea was first proposed by Fleck and Schmitz [20] that the observed
3-minute oscillations in the chromosphere can be simply explained as the resonant
excitation of the acoustic cut-off frequency mode in a stratified medium, without the
existence of a chromospheric cavity.
This idea was later examined with numerical modeling by Chae & Goode
[10], who created a physics scenario where the acoustic waves are generated by a
disturbance in a gravitationally stratified isothermal atmosphere. From the solution
of wave equations, they found that the initial disturbance would generate two groups
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of acoustic waves: the wave corresponding to higher frequency (larger wavenumber
k) whose group velocity equals the sound speed, and the wave that has a frequency
near the cut-off frequency (smaller wavenumber k) whose group speed is much lower
then the sound speed therefore lingers around the source region and is identified as
the 3-minute oscillation.
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CHAPTER 2
INSTRUMENTS AND RESEARCH TOOLS

The analysis of sunspot oscillations in this dissertation is mainly based on the data
gathered by The Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array (ALMA) using its
band 3 receiver as well as the Visible Imaging Spectrometer operating at Goode Solar
Telescope (GST). Together with data gathered by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly
(AIA) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) and the slit-jaw images in Mg
II k band (2796 Å) from the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS), we are
able to preform a thorough study of the sunspot 3-minute oscillation. The observing
instruments as well as tools for data processing are described in this chapter.

2.1

The ALMA Telescope

The Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array (ALMA), an international
association between Europe (The European Southern Observatory, ESO), North
America (The National Radio Astronomy Observatory, NRAO) and East Asia (The
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, NAOJ) in collaboration with the
Republic of Chile, is one of the largest radio telescopes in the world [1].
The start of the ALMA project dates back to the end of last century, when
the North American community, represented by NSF and the European community,
represented by ESO signed the first memorandum of understanding in 1999. Two
years later, a resolution was then signed in Tokyo to support the join intent to
construct the ALMA on the Andean plateau near the Atacama Desert of northern
Chile between Europe, North America and Japan. At that time, the NAOJ (National
Astronomical Observatory of Japan) joined the project, and the project became an
international astronomy facility [2].
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Figure 2.1 ALMA with 55 of its 66 antennas viewed from above. The Array
Operations Site Technical Building shines in the back, with the final North American
antenna behind it.
source: https://public.nrao.edu/gallery/alma-at-55/
Retrieved on DATE: April 5th, 2022

ALMA is composed of 66 antennas, divided into two groups. The 12-m Array,
consisting of 50 12-m antennas, is used for high-resolution imaging. The Atacama
Compact Array (ACA or Morita Array), consisting of 12 closely spaced 7-m antennas
(the 7-m Array) and four 12-m antennas (the TP array, where TP stands for total
power), is used for wide field imaging.

The interferometric component of solar

observations is conducted using a special combined array comprising both 12-m and
7-m antennas to ensure enough short-spacing information. Figure 2.1 shows a picture
of ALMA and its operation site technical building viewed from above.
The 12-m Array consists of 50 12-m antennas designed and built by European
and North American ALMA partners (each providing 25 antennas). Each antenna
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Figure 2.2 ALMA is composed of 66 high-precision antennas. Fifty of these
antennas are 12-m antennas used for sensitive, high-resolution imaging. Shown here
are several of the North American 12-m antennas and towards the left is a Japanese
12-m. These fifty 12-m antennas are complemented by the Atacama Compact Array
(ACA), composed of twelve closely spaced 7-m antennas and four 12-m antennas.
source: https://public.nrao.edu/gallery/center-of-alma/
Retrieved on DATE: April 5th, 2022

contains one front-end, including a cryostat, amplitude calibration device (ACD),
water vapor radiometer (WVR), and backend electronics. There are four independent
local oscillators (LOs) in the reference system so that the 7-m Array, the TP Array and
two subarrays of the 12-m Array can make simultaneous, independent observations
[16].
The ACA consists of 12 7-m antennas (the 7-m Array) for interferometry and
4 12-m antennas (the TP Array) for single-dish observation. This array is designed
to solve the “zero spacing” problem, which arises from the constraint that it is not
possible to pack antennas closer than their diameter. This limitation can cause a
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hole in the distribution of the baselines at short baseline separations, and therefore
influence the recovery of large angular scale structures. The four single-dish antennas
in the ACA provide spatial information equivalent to 0 m to 12-m, while the 7-m
Array samples baselines from 9 m to 30 m[16]. The ACA is operated in a similar
way to the 12-m Array in various aspects such as hardware, interface, data collection,
and observing mode. Unlike the 12-m antennas, the 7-m antennas are not equipped
with Water Vapor Radiometers. However due to the compact array configuration of
the 7-m Array, the atmospheric phase fluctuation is smaller than that for the 12-m
Array.
The Atacama Large Millimeter/sub-millimeter Array is located on the Chajnantor
plain of the Chilean Andes (latitude = −23.022917°, longitude = −67.754649°), a
site that normally offers the exceptionally dry and clear sky conditions required to
observe at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths. The ALMA site contains two
main facilities. The ALMA antennas, weather stations, the two correlators and their
computer interfaces, local oscillator generation hardware, timekeeping hardware, and
the related array real-time computer are all located at the 5000 m altitude site referred
to as the Array Operations Site (AOS). This site is connected via gigabit fiber links to
the Operation Support Facility (OSF), located at an altitude of 2900 m, about 22 km
from the AOS and 40 km from the town of San Pedro de Atacama. Science operations
are conducted from the OSF and coordinated from the Joint ALMA Observatory
(JAO) Central office in Santiago [16].
In addition to weather conditions, the atmospheric window has also be taken
into consideration while choosing the site so that it fits the telescope’s desired
wavelength coverage. The concept of an atmospheric window is formed from the fact
that some wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation can pass through the atmosphere,
while others do not. The ability of the atmosphere to allow radiation to pass through
it is referred to as its transmission, and it varies with wavelength. The main reason
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Figure 2.3 The transmission of earth’s atmosphere for electromagnetic radiation.
The diagram gives the height in the atmosphere at which the radiation is attenuated
by a factor of 1/2.
source: Tools of Radio Astronomy, page 3[53]
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for the variation is gas absorption. The gases that comprise our atmosphere, such as
water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone, absorb radiation in certain wavelengths, and
the area in the spectrum absorbed by these gases are known as absorption bands.
In contrast to the absorption bands, there exist areas of the spectrum where the
atmosphere is transparent to certain wavelengths. Those wavelength bands are called
atmospheric windows, since they allow the radiation to pass through the atmosphere.
Figure 2.3 shows the transmission of the atmosphere for electromagnetic radiation
over a range of frequency [53].
From Figure 2.3 we can see several absorption areas in the range of millimeter
and submillimeter wavelengths. Among them, a very important contributor is water
vapor absorption[47]. However, due to the extremely dry climate and high altitude
(5000 m) of Altiplano de Chajnantor plateau, ALMA is capable of detecting radio
waves of millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths that would be completely absorbed
at a lower, less dry site. Figure 2.4 shows the band 3 zenith transmission for the first
seven octiles of Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV). The first octile represents the best
weather conditions and shows that 12.5% of the time the PWV is less than 0.472 mm.
Subsequent octiles give the corresponding value for 25%, 37.5%. etc. The influence
from water content of the Earth’s atmosphere is minimized due to the low PWV of
the ALMA site and could be removed using self-calibration techniques described in
Section 3.2.
The ALMA front end can accommodate up to 10 receiver bands covering most
of the wavelength range from 10 to 0.3 mm (30-950 GHz). Each receiver band is
designed to cover a tuning range that is approximately tailored to the atmospheric
transmission windows. The receivers and the corresponding transmission window are
described in more detail in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.5. From Figure 2.5, it is clear that
the transmission window at higher frequency, which corresponds to higher ALMA
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Figure 2.4 Band 3 zenith transmission for the first seven octiles of observing
conditions at ALMA. The decrease at the high frequency end is due to the edge
of an O2 absorption line at 118.75 GHz.
source: ALMA Cycle 9 Technical Handbook, page 35[16]
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receiver band number has more absorption from the atmosphere, up to 50% even
when the observation is done in the driest condition.
Table 2.1 Receiver Characteristics of ALMAa
Band Frequency/
LO
Wavelength range
range
(GHz)
b
(GHz) /(mm)

Sideband
IF
modec
range
(GHz)

Inst. IF
bandw.
(GHz)d

Trx over
80% of
band
(K)e

Trx at
any frq.
(K)

3

92-108

2SB

4-8

7.5

<39

<43

133-155

2SB

4-8

7.5

<51

<82

166-203

2SB

4-8

7.5

<55

<75

221-265

2SB

4.5-10

7.5

<83

<136

283-365

2SB

4-8

7.5

<147

<219

393-492

2SB

4-8

7.5

<196

<292

610-712

DSB

4-12

7.5(15)

795-942

DSB

4-12

7.5(15)

<175
(DSB)
<230
(DSB)

<261
(DSB)
<344
(DSB)

84.0-116.0/
2.59-3.57
125.0-163.0/
1.84-2.40
158.0-211.0/
1.42-1.90
211.0-275.0/
1.09-1.42
275.0-373.0/
0.80-1.09
385.0-500.0/
0.60-0.78
602.0-720.0/
0.42-0.50
787.0.0950.0/
0.32-0.38

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

a source:

ALMA Cycle 9 Technical Handbook, page 30
ranges are the maximum available, at the extreme upper and lower limits of the
IF passband
c Sideband modes: SSB means single sideband receiver, 2SB means dual sideband receiver
where the two sidebands are available simultaneously, DSB means double sideband receiver.
d Maximum instantaneous IF bandwidth: As both upper and lower sidebands both pass
through the same IF bandwidth but are subsequently separated, the effective signal
bandwidth given in this column for 2SB receivers is twice the actual IF filter bandwidth. In
addition, this is per polarization, so the total effective bandwidth for each receiver is then
another factor of 2 higher.
e List of the minimum specification of the SSB receiver temperature (T ), unless otherwise
rx
noted, is shown. These values are the average over the IF band.
b Frequency

In order to process the digital signal in the correlator, the observed sky frequency
needs to be downconverted to frequencies in the range of 2 to 4 GHz. The frequency
downconversion involves a set of local oscillators (LO). The frontend mixer uses LO1
to downconvert the sky frequencies into an IF band with a range of 4-12 GHz. This
covers the needs of all ALMA bands. For Bands 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8, the mixers have
18

Figure 2.5 The ten ALMA receiver bands along with atmospheric transmission.
The receiver coverage is shown shaded, superimposed on a zenith atmospheric
transparency plot at the Array Operation Site (AOS) for the first seven octiles of
observing conditions at ALMA. The first octile corresponds to the best weather
conditions with Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV) less than 0.472 mm.
source: ALMA Cycle 9 Technical Handbook, page 29[16]
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an output of 4-8 GHz, for Band 6 the range is 4.5-10 GHz and Band 9 and 10 the
range is 4-12 GHz. The possible sky frequency ranges covered by each receiver with
the first LO, LO1, set to a frequency FLO1 are:
For the lower sideband (LSB): (FLO1 − IFlo ) to (FLO1 − IFhi )
For the upper sideband (USB): (FLO1 + IFlo ) to (FLO1 + IFhi )
where IFlo and IFhi are the lower and upper IF ranges in the “IF Range” column of
Table 2.1.
ALMA early science started at cycle 0 in September 2011, and the first solar
observations using ALMA started at cycle 4 in 2016. Since then, ALMA has offered
continuous support for solar observations but with limitations in receiver bands and
maximum baseline. In ALMA cycle 9 (2022), the receiver bands for solar observations
are limited to band 3, band 5, band 6 and band 7 with fixed 2 GHz base band (BB)
width (see Table 2.2), and the maximum available baselines for solar observing from
band 3 to band 7 are 783.5 m, 500.2 m, 500.2 m, 313.7 m respectively.
Table 2.2 Receiver Bands for Solar Observation in ALMA Cycle 9a

LSB
Band

LO Freq.

3
5
6
7

100b
198
239
346.6

USB

BB1

BB2

BB3

BB4

92-94
190-192
229-231
338.6-340.6

94-96
192-194
231-233
340.6-342.6

104-106
202-204
245-247
350.6-352.6

106-108
204-206
247-249
352.6-354.6

a source:
b All

ALMA Cycle 9 Technical Handbook, page 119
frequency in this table shares the same unit Gigahertz (GHz)

2.1.1

ALMA brightness temperature

According to Wedemeyer’s paper [69], the two major opacity sources in the ALMA
millimeter and submillimeter wavelength ranges are due to a) electron-ion free-free
absorption and b) H− free-free absorption. Since the opacity is due to particle
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interactions, the condition of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) holds and
the source function of the radiation is Planckian. At millimeter and submillimeter
wavelengths, a good approximation of the Planck function is the Rayleigh–Jeans
equation since hc/λ  kB T . Therefore, the spectral radiance, which is the energy
released per unit area, per unit time, per unit frequency, and per unit solid angle due
to thermal emission can be written as:

Bν (T ) =

2hν 3 khνT
2kB T 2
(e B − 1)−1 ≈
ν .
2
c
c2

(2.1)

The emergent intensity Iν is calculated by integrating the source function over
the optical depth τ , therefore:
τmax (ν)

Z

Bν (T (τ̃ ))e−τ̃ dτ̃ ,

Iν =

(2.2)

0

where τmax (ν) is the maximum of the optical depth range at the considered frequency.
For the optically thick case, τmax = ∞.
Using Equation 2.1 and 2.2, one can write the relationship between the
continuum intensity Iν and the brightness temperature Tb :

Tb =

c2 −2
ν Iν ,
2kB

(2.3)

which is more convenient to use in the radio and millimeter wavelength range.
2.2

The Goode Solar Telescope

The Goode solar Telescope (GST), formerly known as the NST (New Solar Telescope)
before July 2017, is a 1.6 m clear-aperture telescope at Big Bear Solar Observatory
(BBSO; see Figure 2.6), which is a solar dedicated ground based observatory capable
of providing high resolution solar observations tailored to different scientific purposes.
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Figure 2.6 Left: Photo of BBSO’s dome. Right: A detailed drawing of GST.
source: https://www.bbso.njit.edu/
Retrieved on DATE: January 10th, 2022

Using adaptive optics technology, GST is able to correct distortion introduced
by atmospheric seeing to the diffraction limit that is given by:

θ = 1.22

λ
,
D

(2.4)

where θ, λ and D represent angular resolution, wavelength and diameter of the
primary mirror (PM) respectively. In addition, to improve the contrast and reduced
stray light, the PM was designed to be off-axis so there is no central obscuration.
The Hα data used in this dissertation were taken by the Visible Imaging
Spectrometer (VIS) in BBSO. This instrument operates in a narrow wavelength range
tunable over the visible wavelength range from 550 nm to 700 nm with a bandpass
of 0.007 nm. The detail of this data set is described in Chapter 3.
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2.3

Data Reduction Package

The software package we used for the radio data reduction is the Common Astronomy
Software Applications (CASA). This software is developed by the scientists from
the National Radio Astronomical Observatory (NRAO), the European Southern
Observatory (ESO), the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ), the
CSIRO Australia Telescope National Facility (CSIRO/ATNF), and the Netherlands
Institute for Radio Astronomy (ASTRON) under the guidance of NRAO.
The primary goal of this software package is to support the data processing for
radio telescopes such as Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) and ALMA.
Formed with C++ tools and an iPython interface, CASA provides a variety of
data reduction tasks, which can offer flexible data processing routines via its task
interface or python scripts. Since the launch of this software package, it has been
updated several times to meet the demands of its users. The version we used for data
reduction is 4.6.
2.4

Simulation Tools

The simulation tools we used for modeling the chromospheric radiation is the Rybicki
& Hummer code [55, 56] (RH code), which is a numerical radiative transfer code
based on the Multi-level Approximate Lambda Iteration (MALI) formalism. The
purpose of the code is to solve the combined equations of statistical equilibrium and
radiative transfer for multi-level atoms and molecules in a given plasma under general
Non-LTE conditions.
Following the discussion in Hubeny’s paper [25], we described the mathematical
framework used by the RH code. To better state the formalism of MALI, one needs
to start with a general approach to the radiative transfer problem, the Approximate
(or Accelerated) Lambda Iteration (ALI) method. This method was developed by
several scientists (Rybicki [54], Cannon [8]) to solve a simplified case, namely the
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radiative transfer in a gas of two-level atoms in a 1-D homogeneous, static medium,
which can be described by two basic equations. The first one is the radiative transfer
equation,

µ

dIµν
= Iµν − Sν ,
dτν

(2.5)

where Iµν is the intensity of the radiation and Sν is the source function. The intensity
has three variables, the frequency ν, the directional cosine µ and the optical depth
τν . This equation can be solved using the Λ operator:

Iµν = Λ[Sν ].

(2.6)

The second basic equation is the statistical equilibrium equation,

S = (1 − )J¯ + B,

(2.7)

where  is the collisional destruction probability and B is the Planck function. J¯
represents the frequency-averaged mean intensity, and by definition can be written
as:

J¯ = Λ[S], where J¯ =

Z

Z
Jν φν dν and Λ =

Λν φν dν.

(2.8)

Substituting into Equation 2.7, we have:

S = (1 − )Λ[S] + B.

(2.9)

A simple way to handle the problem is through the ”Lambda iteration”, which
is to iterate between the intensity and source function by solving the source function
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from Equation 2.7 using the old intensity and then solve the radiative transfer
Equation 2.6 using the new source function. However, due to the numerous iterations
towards convergence, a more efficient method (ALI) was developed. Using the idea
of splitting the operator, Cannon [8] rewrote Λ as:

Λ = Λ∗ + (Λ − Λ∗ ),

(2.10)

where Λ∗ is a well chosen approximate operator. Using this method, the ”Lambda
iteration” form of Equation 2.9 then becomes:

S = (1 − )Λ∗ [S] + (1 − )(Λ − Λ∗ )[S † ] + B.

(2.11)

Here the exact operator is split into two terms, an approximate operater Λ∗ that
is applied on the new iteration of source funcion S, and the difference between the
exact operator and approximate operator, Λ − Λ∗ , which is applied to the previous
source function S † . In order to keep the notation consistent with that used in Rybicki
and Hummer’s paper, we will use the dagger mark to represent parameters that are
calculated using old input. Together with the statistical equation, the new source
function can be solved. Although the iteration starts with an approximate operator,
it becomes exact when the converged solution is reached, where S = S † .
Substituting Equation 2.7 into Equation 2.11, we have the expression for the
new frequency-averaged mean intensity:

J¯ = Λ∗ [S] + (Λ − Λ∗ )[S † ],

(2.12)

therefore, the non-integrated form of Equation 2.12 is:

†
Iµν = Λ∗µν [Sµν ] + (Λµν − Λ∗µν )[Sµν
].
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(2.13)

For multilevel formulation, this problem expands to solving the joint solutions
of the equations of statistical equilibrium for the populations of the levels and the
equations of radiative transfer for the radiation fields. To simplify the problem,
Rybicki and Hummer look only for the solution of the bound-bound transitions within
a single ion in a plane-parallel medium.
This assumption leads to a radiative transfer equation:

µ

∂Iµν
= −χµν Iµν + ηµν ,
∂z

(2.14)

where χµν is the total opacity (also known as absorption coefficient) and ηµν is the
total emissivity at frequency ν and angle cosine µ. In addition, the ion energy levels,
0

which are denoted by l, l ..., are characterized by their population nl , statistical weight
0

gl and energy El . For convenience, assuming l > l , the emissivity and opacity can
be written as:

ηll0 (µ, ν) =

hν
nl All0 ϕll0 (µ, ν),
4π

hν
χll0 (µ, ν) =
(n 0 B 0 − nl Bll0 )ϕll0 (µ, ν),
4π l l l

(2.15)

where All0 , Bl0 l and Bll0 are the Einstein coefficients for spontaneous emission, photon
absorption and induced emission, respectively. Therefore, the source function for the
transition by definition is:

Sll0 =

nl All0
ηll0
.
=
χll0
nl0 Bl0 l − nl Bll0

(2.16)

By assuming the equality between emission and absorption profiles (complete
redistribution assumption) as well as isotropic scattering, the source function Sll0
is independent of both frequency and angle. Hence, the total source function then
becomes:
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ηµν =

X

χµν =

X

ηll0 (µ, ν) + ηc (ν),

l>l0

l>l

χll0 (µ, ν) + χc (ν),

(2.17)

0

Sµν =

ηµν
,
χµν

where ηc (ν) and χc (ν) are the background emissivity and opacity that do not change
during the course of solution.

The statistical equilibrium equations of the ion

population can be written as:

nl

X
l

(Rll0 + Cll0 ) =

0

X
(Rl0 l + Cl0 l ).
l

(2.18)

0

Here Cll0 is the collisional rate coefficient and Rll0 is the radiative rate coefficient
defined as:
0
Rll0 = All0 + Bll0 J¯ll0 , l > l ,

Rll

0

(2.19)

0
= Bll J¯ll0 , l < l ,
0

where J¯ll0 is the integrated mean intensity. Using Equation 2.19, Rybicki and Hummer
rewrote Equation 2.18 to:

X

[nl All0 − (nl0 Bl0 l − nl Bll0 )J¯ll0 ]

0

l <l

X
−
[nl0 Al0 l − (nl Bll0 − nl0 Bl0 l )J¯ll0 ]

(2.20)

l0 >l

+

X
(nl Cll0 − nl0 Cl0 l ) = 0.
l0

When the initial value of population n†l is decided, one can set up the source
†
function Sµν
as well as the operators Λµν and Λ∗µν . The new population nl only
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depends on the new source function Sµν which can be expressed using Equation 2.15
and 2.17. From Equation 2.13, one can calculate Iµν and J¯ll0 , then the statistical
Equation 2.20 depends solely on one variable, the new population nl , and can be
solved.
In the non-local operator with background continuum case, Equation 2.20
becomes:

X

[All0 (1 − Λ̂∗ll0 )[nl ] − (nl0 Bl0 l − nl Bll0 )J˜llef0 f ]

l0 <l

−

X
[Al0 l (1 − Λ̂∗l0 l )[nl0 ] − (nl Bll0 − nl0 Bl0 l )J˜llef0 f ]

(2.21)

l0 >l

+

X

(nl Cll0 − nl0 Cl0 l ) = 0.

l0

Based on the above MALI formalism, a Fortran program was developed by
Rybicki and Hummer, which allows for an arbitrary atomic model specified in terms
of energy levels and statistical weights. The iteration starts with a set of initial
populations and proceeds to solve J¯ll† 0 for each transition and the elements of the
operator Λ̂†ll0 . From these, the quantity J˜lleff0 can also be constructed and the new
populations are solved from Equation 2.21 and are ready for the next iteration. The
convergence of the program is monitored by the relative changes of all the populations
in all depths in the last iteration. The iteration stops when it reaches the prescribed
relative populations or a maximum number of iterations, both can be set by the user
of the program.
The RH code used in this dissertation is version 2 of the RH radiative transfer
code, based on C language. This code contains four alternative geometry setups:
1) rhf1d: 1-D plane parallel geometry
2) rhsc2d: 2-D Cartesian geometry
3) rhsc3d: 3-D Cartesian geometry
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4) rhsphere: 1-D spherically symmetric geometry.
Among them, all three Cartesian versions are capable of calculating full Stokes
parameters as well as linear polarization. While running the code, the key parameters
from the radiative transfer equations are solved for ”active” atoms and molecules
under Non-LTE conditions, while those of ”passive” atoms are kept fixed at LTE
values.
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CHAPTER 3
A STUDY OF SUNSPOT 3-MINUTE OSCILLATIONS
USING ALMA AND GST

3.1

Introduction

Over many years, numerous efforts have being made in studying the particular
oscillatory signals seen in sunspot umbrae. Using Hα filters on the 12 inch solar
telescope in Culgoora, Giovanelli [24] was the first to measure sunspot oscillations
in Hα velocity. Later on, more detail has been revealed using Hα line wing data.
Phillis [50] showed the intensity variation in red and blue wings of Hα at ±0.3Å
that demonstrate the line-of-sight velocity field as an oscillation on a upward flow.
Uexkuell [66] compared the oscillations measured from several lines (Ca II, Na D1 and
D2, Ni I, Hα) using power spectra analysis and studied the phase relation between
them. With the high cadence filtergrams from Universal Birefringent Filter on the
Dunn Solar Telescope (DST), Christopoulou [14, 15] studied the relation between
running penumbra waves and umbral oscillations in different layers of the solar
atmosphere marked by different lines from Hα line center and wings. Tziotziou [65]
studied multiple umbral flashes in one sunspot using Ca II and Hα intensity images
and revealed the coexistence of more than one oscillating mode, suggesting different
physical conditions existing in the umbra.
However, studies of wave propagation in the chromosphere are not straightforward. For example, Mein & Mein [41] and Fleck & Deubner [19] found no phase
difference between the Doppler shifts of the Ca II infrared triplet lines at 854.2
and 849.8 nm, which are formed at different heights, and used this as evidence
of a non-propagating component in the chromospheric wave field. This conclusion
was questioned by Skartlien [59], whose simulations of propagating disturbances
predicted little or no phase difference between these lines. similar to the above
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observations, even though the propagating shocks were present. This shows that
in interpreting observations it is necessary to consider the radiative transfer effects
and the atmospheric structure over the entire range of heights contributing to the
observed emissions.
Previous observations have shown the capability of detecting oscillations in
sunspots using radio instruments such as the Nobeyama Radio Observatory [57]
and the Very Large Array [45]. Loukitcheva [36] has demonstrated the feasibility
of measuring chromospheric oscillations in the mm range. Such observations have the
distinct advantage of directly probing the plasma temperature at different heights in
the solar chromosphere depending on the observing frequency.
Early research [29, 74, 73] on the oscillations in the chromosphere suggested
that the oscillatory modes are produced by a resonant cavity. However, in more
recent studies [18, 10], a different scenario has been proposed that the 3-minute
oscillation is a direct indication of vertically propagating waves that travel through the
gravitationally stratified medium. Despite the growing knowledge and complexity of
theoretical models, there remain several open questions related with the fundamental
physical mechanisms in the sunspot region.
The need for better understanding of the fine structure of the 3-minute
oscillation and its time evolution in sunspots has intensified with the development
of better observating tools.

Among modern observatories, the Atacama Large

Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) opens up a new era of solar radio observation due to its high spatial and temporal resolution and image quality [44, 42, 46].
When combined with other cutting-edge instruments, such as BBSO/GST, SDO/AIA
and IRIS, ALMA can provide unique electron temperature diagnostics that clarify the
behavior of the solar chromosphere to propagating waves [48, 46].
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3.2

Observations

We analysed the oscillation signal measured in the western part of active region NOAA
12470 during one-hour observing period (18:42 UT – 19:48 UT on 2015 December 17),
which was part of an ALMA solar commissioning campaign whose data are in the
public domain. The ALMA dataset we used was provided by the ALMA observatory
as part of its Science Verification data release. Our observations were conducted
using the band 3 receiver (centered at 100 GHz) in a single-pointing (snap-shot)
mode. Due to the necessity of phase calibration, blocks of on-target observations
were run for approximately 615 s at a cadence of 2 s, followed by a 220-s off-target
phase calibrator scan, which resulted in total of five solar scans to be analyzed. In
this chapter, we will use designations t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5 to represent each solar scan
arranged in time increase order. The ALMA antenna configuration consisted of total
31 antennas with twenty two 12-m antennas and nine 7-m antennas. The longest
baseline of the antenna configuration was ∼300 m, which resulted in a synthesized
beam of 6.300 × 2.300 [58].
We followed the general calibration method of radio interferometry using
CASA package [49] to create images at 2 s cadence, and found that the result is
heavily influenced by phase errors produced by the temporal and spatially variable
water content of the Earth’s atmosphere, which can be severe enough to render
sunspot oscillations undetectable. In order to counter this effect, we carried out a
self-calibration process, which uses the solar signal itself to correct for antenna-based
phase and amplitude errors, similar to a method by [58].
The scheme of self-calibration can be described as follows:
a) split the data that have been corrected using standard calibration into 10 min
sub-datasets t1-t5 according to the scan index.
b) For each sub-dataset, make an image from the entire 10-min period using the
CLEAN task in CASA, to use as a model for self-calibration. The model is stored in
the dateset for later use. Atmospheric fluctuations will largely average out in such a
long integration.
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c) Determine phase corrections for each 2-s time period relative to the model
given by step b using the gaincal task in CASA, and generate a self-calibration table.
d) Apply the phase corrections to each image in the sub-dataset using the
applycal task in CASA and generate an intermediately corrected sub-dataset.
e) Iteratively repeat steps b-d, substituting in each intermediate sub-dataset,
until no further correction is needed, as determined by checking the calibration table
for reduction of the residuals.
In our case, we applied this phase self-calibration cycle four times, resulting
in final residual phase fluctuations of around 10 degrees standard deviation. We
applied the scheme to each of the measured 10-min sub-datasets to complete the
self-calibration procedure. The result shows a clear improvement in removing the
fluctuations caused by the Earth’s atmosphere and allows the regular variations due
to sunspot oscillations to be measured.
The smallest spatial scale of the antenna configuration is roughly 7000 , which is
not sufficient to measure the solar background brightness temperature over the band
3 field of view (FOV; ∼8000 in Figure 3.1). To overcome this drawback, the single-dish
observations of the full Sun were taken using three other antennas to measure the
overall emission close in time to when ALMA was observing the target [70]. The
information from both interferometer and single-dish antennas then were combined
using the “feathering” process in CASA to obtain the true temperature scale on the
full-range of spatial scales. The left panel of Figure 3.1 shows the end result of this
full process, which has a pixel scale of 0.300 and FOV as defined by the interferometer
images. The field of view is truncated at the 20% level of the peak response of the
primary (single-dish) beam and has been corrected for the declining antenna response,
which becomes more extreme near the edges.
Due to the fact that ALMA is using the equatorial coordinate system (RA-Dec)
as the output framework for its data sets, as part of the image processing we performed
a coordinate transformation to heliocentric coordinates, to align the ALMA images
with those from other solar instruments. In this procedure, the center of the field of
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view (FOV) of each solar image in one scan was transformed based on the heliocentric
coordinates at the mid-time of the scan to align all of the images to a fixed time. A
time dependent rotation was applied to take into account the rotation between these
two frames, leaving the images aligned with solar north.

Figure 3.1 (a) ALMA brightness temperature image with contours from HMI
continuum image showing the umbral and penumbral boundary of sunspot AR12470
at 19:02 UT. The box marked with a dashed line shows the FOV of the GST Hα
image in the right panel. (b) GST Hα near blue wing (-0.4 Å) image with the same
HMI umbral contour.
To compare the ALMA images with those at other wavelengths, we obtained the
UV and EUV intensity data cube from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on
board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) [31] in the bandpass of 171 Å (Fe IX:
the quiet corona) and 304Å (He II: the chromosphere and transition region). The time
cadence of these two data sets is 12 s and the pixel resolution is 0.600 . The duration
of the AIA data we used covers the full ALMA solar observation from 18:42 UT to
19:48 UT. Images of both wavelengths were extracted from the full-disk data to fit
the FOV of ALMA and the center coordinates of these images were shifted to correct
for solar rotation. The continuum intensity data product from by the Helioseismic
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and Magnetic Imager (HMI) on SDO was used for alignment of between the SDO
and GST images.
The Goode Solar Telescope (GST) operating at BBSO [9] observed this AR
nearly simultaneously with ALMA (from 18:50 UT to 20:59 UT) at Hα line-center and
off-band wavelengths (±0.4 Å and ±0.8 Å) using the Visible Imaging Spectrometer
(VIS) instrument. The spatial scale of the GST Hα images is 0.03400 per pixel, the
VIS bandwidth is 0.08 Å, and the time cadence was 40 s. Speckle reconstruction
is normally performed by taking 100 frames in rapid succession and applying the
algorithm to obtain a single sharper image. However, this algorithm can produce
occasional glitches in low-light regions such as sunspot umbrae, which are the focus
of our study. Since high spatial resolution is not needed for large-scale features of
umbral oscillations, the unreconstructed Hα images were used. The GST observations
cover the entire ALMA observing period t2–t5 but are missing the first few minutes
during t1 set. Since our interest is on the joint ALMA-GST coverage, we mainly focus
on analysing the t2–t5 ALMA sub-datasets.
We also used the slit-jaw images in Mg II k band (2796 Å) from the Interface
Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS) which is formed in the chromosphere [17] as a
comparison to the ALMA temperature oscillation. IRIS started observations during
t3 and suffered some cosmic-ray noise during the first 10 minutes, which can be seen
later in the time-distance plots.
3.3

Analysis

To visualize the oscillatory motion in the sunspot in various wavelengths, we show
in Figure 3.2 time-distance plots along a line (Figure 3.2h) that crosses both umbra
and penumbra. The double solid lines in Figure 3.2h mark the width of the slit over
which the data are summed, with an ALMA map for reference, overlaid with HMI
contours that mark the boundaries of the umbra and penumbra. The time-distance
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plots were constructed for each wavelength after co-alignment, as shown in the other
panels of Figure 3.2. The y coordinate in each plot corresponds to the y coordinate
of the center of the slit in Figure 3.2h. Note that the plots are marked with the
√
y coordinate, not distance along the slit. Multiply the y coordinate by 2 for this
roughly 45◦ slit to convert to distance.
The horizontal black lines in each panel mark the extent of the umbra. The
ALMA data for t1-t5 are in Figure 3.2a, with gaps indicating times of no data due
to calibrations. GST Hα center-line and blue-wing data are shown on the right
(Figures 3.2b,d,f). IRIS 2796 Å slit-jaw data are shown in Figure 3.2c. AIA 304 Å
and 171 Å data are shown in Figures 3.2e,f. Non-uniform chevron-shaped features
[28] that tilt in the same direction can be seen in Figures 3.2b–g, suggesting an
outward propagation towards the penumbra. The 3-minute oscillatory motion in
these wavelengths also extends somehow into the penumbra (above or below the
solid black lines in Figure 3.2a–g), but with some merging and increased separation
to match the penumbral 5-minute oscillation period. This signature of propagation
seems to be far less apparent in the ALMA data, and the oscillatory signature is only
prominent in the umbra.
It is of interest to compare these oscillations in temperature with intensity
oscillations provided by other instruments that probe different layers of solar
atmosphere. Figure 3.3 compares the light curves obtained from a cut at x = −251.000 ,
y = 222.500 in the time-distance plot (Figure 3.2) for multiple instruments. The
location of the cut was chosen based on the wave patterns in all wavelengths shown
in Figure 3.2 so that it covers the region of strongest oscillations. The data have
been arbitrarily scaled and offset for better comparison. Though separated by gaps,
we can still see some correspondence between light curves of different wavelengths,
which enable the calculation of phase relations that will be discussed later.
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Figure 3.2 Time-distance plots based on the full duration of ALMA band 3
observation, 18:42:33-19:48:31 UT. An average of pixels between the two diagonal
lines marked in panel (h) is used to constructed each time-distance plot. From (a) to
(g): ALMA Band 3; BBSO GST Hα center line; IRIS 2796Å; BBSO GST Hα near
blue wing (-0.4 Å); AIA 304Å; BBSO GST Hα far blue wing (-0.8 Å); AIA 171Å.
The horizontal solid lines at y-offsets 21900 and 23400 mark the umbral boundaries, and
the gaps between each ALMA band 3 time block are represented with white gaps.
(h): ALMA image of sunspot NOAA 12470 with the boundaries of the slit and the
contours from HMI image overlaid to show the umbral boundary.
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Figure 3.3 Light curves from an average over pixels between the two slit in
Figure 3.2h at x = −251.000 , y = 222.500 . The point along the slit was chosen due to its
good representation of the wave pattern. The name of instruments and observation
band are on the left hand label, and the ALMA temperature range is shown with the
scale on the right.
In order to study the oscillation power, we applied the Fourier power spectrum
for each pixel in both the ALMA map and GST image time series. Although the
temporal resolution of ALMA (2 s) and GST (∼40 s) data are quite different, they
both contain sufficient samples to resolve 3-minute oscillations and therefore can be
used to measure the 3-minute oscillation power. The power spectrum was calculated
as follows. For each ALMA (10-minute) solar scan, a map cube structure was made
according to the method described above so the time series of each pixel can be easily
obtained. The GST data were selected based on start and end time of each ALMA
solar scan and made into map cube as well.
Inspired by the method used in Ireland’s paper [26], the time series of each
pixel in the ALMA and GST data cubes were obtained and normalized by (I(t)) −
hI(t)i)/hI(t)i, where I(t) is the varying brightness temperature for ALMA or varying
intensity for GST, and hI(t)i is the mean over each 10-minute ALMA scan.
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A Hanning window was applied to the normalized time series to minimize edge
effects. The full spatial resolution was retained during the process in order to reach
the finest possible detail on the distribution of frequency-related physical contents as
a function of location.
We then applied the Fourier transform to the processed time series to form the
power spectrum from each pixel. Figure 3.4 shows examples from three pixels in both
the ALMA and GST Hα near blue wing (-0.4 Å) data cubes for time t2, one in the
region of umbral oscillations, one in the penumbra, and one in the surrounding quiet
Sun. No GST power spectrum could be obtained for the quiet Sun due to limited
spatial coverage (see Figure 3.1b).
The differences in shape among these power spectra are consistent with what
was seen in the ALMA time-distance plot in Figure 3.2a. The 3-minute band of the
power spectra, which is the two closest bins to 0.0056 Hz marked with red dot-dashed
lines, is especially strong for the umbral power spectrum. From Figure 3.4, we see
that the peak of the umbral power spectrum is one to two magnitudes larger than
the others in both data sets. The umbral spectrum of ALMA data also shows some
evidence for harmonics near 0.015 Hz, which strongly suggests that the oscillation
deviates from a sinusoid, as we demonstrate later. The frequency distribution of
power is similar for the penumbra and quiet Sun.
To characterize the power spectrum spatial distribution, for each pixel we
calculated the integrated power in the 3-minute band marked with the red dash-dot
lines in Figure 3.4. This procedure was carried out for each 10-minute ALMA scan t2
to t5. The result for t2 is shown in Figure 3.5, where the 3-minute oscillation power is
shown with red contours. Blue contours outline the umbral and penumbral boundary
as seen in the HMI continuum image in panel (a).
We find that the strong 3-minute oscillation power falls solely inside the umbral
boundary. The oscillations seem to be strongest in the western part of the umbra,
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Figure 3.4 Three examples showing the power spectrum in the sunspot umbra,
penumbra and quiet Sun regions. (a) ALMA image for locating the sample points,
marked with plus signs. The inner white contour is the boundary of the sunspot
umbra while the outer contour is the boundary for the sunspot penumbra. (b) Power
spectrum of GST Hα near blue wing (-0.4 Å) data from red point in the sunspot umbra
showing a strong peak in the 3-minute oscillation band marked with dot-dashed line.
(c) The same as (b) for yellow point in the sunspot penumbra. (d) Power spectrum
of ALMA data from the red point in the sunspot umbra. (e) (f) the same as (d) for
sunspot penumbra and quiet Sun region.
while in the eastern region separated by a small light bridge structure, the 3-minute
oscillations are present but weaker. This conclusion may be affected by the declining
ALMA sensitivity at the edge of the primary beam, however.
To further compare the power spectra in different regions, we calculated the
mean power for each frequency bin using all the pixels in the umbra, penumbra
and quiet Sun to create the averaged power spectrum of ALMA t2 data for each
region. A combination of two power-law functions, af b + cf d , was used in fitting
the power-law tail starting from the frequency bin immediately after the 3-minute
range. The power-law index of the lower frequency term is shown in Figure 3.5 panel
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of ALMA power spectra averaged over umbral, penumbral,
and quiet Sun regions. (a) HMI continuum image at 19:02 UT, overlaid with red
contours showing the 3-minute oscillation power and blue contours outlining the
umbra and penumbra from the HMI continuum image. (b) Averaged umbral power
spectrum with blue dashed line showing a region well fit by a power-law. (c) Same
as (b) for the penumbral region. (d) the same as (b) for quiet Sun. The averaged
penumbra power spectrum in panel (c) is over-plotted in red in both (b) and (d).
(b) - (d). The averaged penumbral power spectrum was over-plotted using red lines
on the umbral and quiet spectra for inter-comparison. The steeper slope shown in
panel (b) by the blue dashed line reveals the influence of the high 3-minute power
in umbral region, while the power-law indexes from the penumbra and quiet Sun are
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less steep. It is interesting that the umbral and penumbral high-frequency tail are
essentially the same above 0.03 Hz (panel b), while the quiet Sun spectrum in panel
(d) shows a notable excess near 0.03 Hz that contributes to a shallower and extended
low-frequency slope. A red-noise spectrum above about 0.07 Hz is the same for all
three regions, and may reflect residual fluctuations due to the Earth’s atmosphere
that have not been removed by the self-calibration procedure. Note that although
the 5-minute oscillations cannot be well-resolved in the frequency domain, there is
no sign of a peak near 0.0033 Hz in the penumbral spectrum of Figure 3.5c, which
further confirms what we learned from the time-distance plots—that the penumbral
5-minute oscillations seen in Hα (Figure 3.2b,d) are not apparent in the ALMA band
3 data (Figure 3.2a).
Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of 3-minute oscillation power in the t2 to t5
time ranges (columns) and all bands from ALMA and GST (rows). The rows represent
the spatial evolution of the 3-minute power for the wavelength band marked in the
first column. The sunspot umbra is outlined in blue (see Figure 3.5) while the black
contours with gray shading show the 3-minute power maps of each data set. For a
given band, the contour levels were set to be the same for t2 to t5, which are 10, 30,
50, 70 and 90 percent of the maximum value of oscillation power over the four power
maps.
From Figure 3.6, we see that the shape of GST Hα far red wing (+0.8Å) 3minute power map contours is less organized and weaker than the others. While the
other contours are generally constrained to lie well within the umbra, the power in
the Hα far-red wing mainly lies along the umbral boundary. The relative amplitude
of the +0.8Å power is also 5-50 times lower than in other bands, and hence we do
not include it in our subsequent analysis.
For the remaining bands, the 3-minute power was in all cases strongest and
most concentrated in t2 and reduced to 20-40% of that value in t3 to t5. Although
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Figure 3.6 Spatial distribution and relative power level of 3-minute oscillations in
various bands. For this comparison the Hα data have been temporally interpolated
and spatially smoothed to match the resolution of ALMA data. The contours in
ALMA and the Hα subband images represent 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90 percent of the
peak value of the 3-minute oscillation power in each wavelength. Red and green plus
symbols mark regions of high and low power, respectively, whose light curves are
plotted in Figure 3.7.
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it is difficult to tell from the shape and location of these contours, which suffer from
the limited cadence of the Hα data, the overall pattern is consistent with the often
seen appearance of new centers of oscillation power plus the lateral spreading of wave
energy from previous centers[72].
To determine the phase relationships among ALMA band 3 and GST Hα
subbands, we plot in Figure 3.7 the light curves from these wavelengths taken in
a region of high oscillation power (red plus symbol in Figure 3.6) and for comparison
a neighboring region of low power (green plus symbol in Figure 3.6). The selected
locations for the high power sample are different from t2 to t5, but within each given
time block, the same position is used for every wavelength. The ALMA 2-s cadence
data are plotted directly (black curve), while the lower-cadence Hα measurements
are plotted in different symbols and colors, with the solid curves through the points
showing the cubic spline interpolation to the ALMA cadence.
To better reveal the phase relationships among the different bands shown in
Figure 3.7, we show five vertical dashed lines in the left column T3 panel that indicate
the peak positions of the five light curves for one particular oscillation. The colors
match the colors of light curves for the corresponding wavelengths. These dashed
lines reveal a general sequence of the phase relationship, with Hα far blue wing (-0.8
Å or -0.08 nm) peaking first, then in order of peak time the Hα near blue wing (-0.4
Å), ALMA band 3 (100 GHz or 3.0 mm), Hα center line and Hα near red wing (+0.4
Å). We calculate the delay times based on these peak positions, relative to the Hα far
blue wing to be 14 s, 32 s, 64 s and 82 s. This timing pattern is followed remarkably
faithfully in the other individual oscillations in the left column, with similar time lags.
Since the locations of the sample point in the umbra change in the different periods
t2 to t5, the relatively stable phase shift between these bands suggests that it is a
characteristic of the propagating waves that should be accounted for in any physical
interpretation.
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Figure 3.7 A comparison of light curves from pixels of strong oscillation (left
column) and those from a relatively quiet region (right column) from locations marked
with red and green plus sign in Figure 3.6. Different bands of ALMA and GST Hα
data, which follow the same order top-to-bottom as in Figure 3.6, are plotted with
different colors as shown by the labels adjacent to the upper-left panel. The time axis
is marked in seconds, sequentially from the start time of the ALMA observations at
18:42:33UT. The dashed lines in t3 left column mark the peak times of these light
curves for one particular oscillation, as discussed in the text. The ALMA maximum
and minimum brightness temperatures are also shown in each left-hand panel, showing
a fluctuation of ±250 − 450 K.
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We also compared the light curves from the strong 3-minute oscillation region
in the left column with the ones from a nearby, relatively quiet umbral region (green
plus symbols in each panel of Figure 3.6) in the right column for t2-t5. Unlike the
case for the peak oscillation region, where the location is different for each time
window, the quiet region selection is fixed for all of the time windows. For each
time window, the amplitude range was scaled to match the left column to show the
difference between these two regions. One can see that for t2, t4, and t5 ALMA
temperature oscillations are not apparent when compared to the high-power region,
although velocity fluctuations in the Hα bands still persist at a reduced level. In t3
the ALMA oscillations do appear in the quiet region, again at a reduced level. The
significant differences in oscillatory power across the umbra, both in temperature and
velocity diagnostics, indicate rapid spatial and temporal modification of the wave
propagation characteristics.
In order to study the general phase relationships among all bands in the
strong 3-minute oscillation region, we performed an epoch analysis where individual
oscillations are overlaid in terms of their phase relative to the peak of the Hα far blue
wing (−0.8 Å). This was done for individual time windows t2 to t5 in the left column
of Figure 3.8, with solid, dashed, and dotted lines for the first, second, and third
oscillations in each time window, respectively, and for all time windows in the right
column. The oscillations in different wavelengths were offset vertically for clarity, and
the ALMA light curve was moved to the middle position to reflect its ordering of peak
time midway between Hα near blue wing (−0.4 Å, cyan) and Hα center line (yellow).
The left column of Figure 3.8 shows that the oscillations in t2 are highly coherent
for both the ALMA and GST data, reflecting the stronger oscillation power during
that time window. The peak of the first wave (solid line) in each band in t2 is marked
with a symbol to show the progression in phase of the peaks similar to the vertical
dashed lines in Figure 3.7. The right panel of Figure 3.8, overlaying the curves from
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Figure 3.8 Epoch analysis of the relative phase of the oscillation pattern in different
bands using the light curves from the strong oscillation region in the left column of
Figure 3.7. Left panel: analysis for each ALMA time window separately. Each
curve is offset vertically for clarity. The ALMA band 3 light curves (black) were
moved to third place to best reflect the phase order. Each wave in the light curves
is distinguished using different line styles (solid, dashed, and dotted line for the first,
second, and third complete wave respectively). Right panel: an overlay of all waves
from the left column.
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all the time blocks, shows that this general pattern persists for all of the oscillations
although there is higher variability in some bands. The Hα near blue wing and
ALMA oscillations are particularly coherent for most of the oscillations, and there is
a marked tendency for the drop in ALMA brightness (corresponding to temperature)
to be steeper than its rise.
3.4

Discussion

In order to put the oscillations in temperature detected by ALMA into context with
the wavelength-dependent brightness variations in the Hα line, and thus account for
the phase shifts in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, a quantitative solar atmospheric model that
exemplifies the sunspot structure is needed. Inspired by Molnar’s paper [42], we used
the RH code [55, 56, 67] to synthesize the chromospheric radiation in 1D, which uses
the Solar Irradiance Physical Modeling (SRPM) as an input for the calculation [22].
Due to the estimated formation height of ALMA band 3 [37], we used a sunspot
umbral model (model S) that focuses on the photosphere and chromosphere (model
index 1006). The RH code solves combined equations of statistical equilibrium and
radiation transfer for multi-level atoms and molecules under certain input parameters.
The simulation was carried out with non-LTE setup for 6-levels of hydrogen atom
(levels 0 to 5, plus the continuum), while other atomic species were treated with the
LTE assumption. In addition to the default Hα output wavelength grid, we also used
the RH code to produce the radiative emission in the wavelength range from 2.6 mm
to 3.4 mm corresponding to the ALMA band 3 observations.
The results from the RH simulation of the umbra model are shown in Figure 3.9
for both wavelength ranges.

The contribution functions are illustrated in the

underlying gray scale map while the emergent intensities are plotted in violet lines.
The Hα center line position was set to zero, and four dashed vertical lines indicate
the subbands used in our study.
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Figure 3.9 Spectral synthesis results obtained with the RH code. Left panel:
Intensity contribution function (gray shade) vs. height for the Hα line from the
FAL S model that simulates a sunspot umbra, overlaid with the emergent line profile
(violet line, scale on the right axis). The wavelengths are shown relative to Hα
line center, with four vertical dashed lines to indicate the Hα subbands used for the
study. The line colors follow the same scheme as in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Right panel:
Contribution function for the emergent intensity for ALMA band 3 wavelength range
from the same FAL S model, overlaid with the emergent intensity profile (violet line).
From this result, we can see that the contribution function for Hα extends over
a wide height range as seen on the left panel. The major part of the center line
intensity comes from a narrow layer in the middle chromosphere (∼ 1100 km) while
the continuum is mainly formed in the photosphere. In the ALMA band 3 wavelength
range, the formation height seen in the right panel is extended between 600 km and
1000 km in the chromosphere. Combined with the phase pattern indicated by the
dashed vertical lines in Figure 3.7, we can conclude that the Hα line wing signatures
are most likely dominated by the velocity of the waves, as observed by [50].
To better understand the influence of the oscillation on the Hα line profile, we
use the first complete oscillation in the t2 light curves to fit dynamic Hα line profiles.
Because no photometric calibration is available for the GST data, we instead use the
normalized values from each Hα subband light curve in the top-left panel of Figure 3.8
to calculate the relative variations at these four subbands at any given time. In this
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process, we assume that the line profile at Hα off-center bands can not exceed the
continuum, so the light curves are obtained relative to the maximum values at these
wavelengths. For the line center the relative variation is based on the mean value of
its light curve. To anchor the continuum for the fits, two far off-center wavelengths
(+/- 3 Å) were added to represent the continuum value, we then applied Gaussian
fitting to these six points to form an interpolated line profile for a given time. To
further stabilize the fits, only line width and line center position were allowed to
change during the Gaussian fitting.
The result is shown in Figure 3.10. Each color in the color bar represents one of
the vertical dashed lines in the top left panel of Figure 3.8, with numbers showing the
order in time. The original simulation result from the RH code is also plotted with
a dashed line in the figure, and is used to provide the intensity scale shown on the
vertical axis. From the color-coded time bins in the figure we can form a schematic
picture of how the Hα line profile changed with time/oscillation phase—it starts near
the original dashed line profile, shifts to longer wavelengths (blue curves), then rapidly
shifts to shorter wavelengths (green), and finally moves back to the center (red).
Although these fits are approximate, the behavior of the resulting line full-width
half-maximum (FWHM) and line shift (Doppler velocity) shown in Figure 3.11 are
suggestive. In the upper panel of Figure 3.11, we plot the temperature oscillation
from ALMA alongside the line width information generated by the Gaussian fitting.
Note that the line width varies in phase with the temperature variations measured
by ALMA, with the greatest width corresponding to the highest temperature. This
is consistent with the finding by [42] that ALMA temperature is correlated with Hα
line width.
The lower panel of Figure 3.11 shows the Doppler velocity. The positive Doppler
shift corresponds to the upward propagating waves.

The maximum downward

Doppler velocity amplitude is 3.4 km/s while the maximum upward velocity is
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Figure 3.10 A series of interpolations of the Hα line profile in phase order based on
the simulation result from RH code as well as the relative intensities of the four Hα
subbands. The dashed line represents the original emergent line profile (violet line in
Figure 3.9 left panel), while each colored line represents Gaussian fitting to the four
Hα line intensities at 10 times (marked with 10 vertical dashed lines in Figure 3.8).
The color bar indicates the time bin. For these fits we kept the continuum and
line-core intensities fixed and fit only line shift and line width. The error bars plotted
for the first Gaussian fit were calculated based on the standard deviation of the light
curves in the nearby quiet region for each of the four Hα subbands.
3.9 km/s. The asymmetric Doppler velocity profile reveals that the plasma moves
downward slowly with a steady acceleration and then suddenly changes its direction
and moves upward with a much larger acceleration, creating a steep rise in the velocity
diagram.
The clear signature of a sawtooth pattern in the Doppler velocity for this
particular oscillation, which is the largest amplitude one in our observations, has
to be taken with some caution due to the relatively low cadence (∼40 s) and small
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Figure 3.11 Top panel: A comparison between an ALMA light curve (first
oscillation of t2) and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian fitting
in Figure 3.10. Bottom panel: The Doppler velocity corresponding to the Hα center
line shift in Figure 3.10. The upward Doppler velocity is treated as positive in the
figure.
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number of wavelengths (4) on which it is based. Even so, we find that both the
Doppler velocity magnitude and trend in Figure 3.11 agree well with those reported
by Tziotziou [64] and Chae & Litvinenko [12]. This asymmetrical Doppler velocity
trend continues in observations of transition region lines [63], with a higher velocity
of order 10 km s−1 . Such asymmetries are evidence of steepening or shock behavior
in the atmosphere of sunspot umbrae, which was discovered in the Doppler shift of
Ca II [32] as well as He I [33]. In any case, the asymmetry in the ALMA temperature
behavior (slow rise in temperature followed by a faster fall) is clearly established by
our observations with 2-s cadence, as seen in each of the individual oscillations in
Figure 3.7 and in the right panel of Figure 3.8.
The ALMA temperature variation—its magnitude, phase relative to Hα Doppler
velocity, and its asymmetric shape—all provide new information on the phenomenon
of umbral 3-minute oscillations. We have investigated whether these observations
can be explained by current theories of acoustic wave propagation by performing a
simulation from the model of Chae & Goode [10]. We compare the results of our
simulations from their model with the observations, as shown in Figure 3.12. In
brief outline, the steps we took to produce Figure 3.12b are (i) implementing their
model in Python, (ii) using it to calculate the atmospheric parameter perturbations
(velocity v, number density perturbation dne , and temperature perturbation dT ) as
a function of height and time, (iii) modifying the FAL umbral model by adding these
perturbations as fractional changes at multiple time steps, and (iv) running the RH
code at these multiple time steps to simulate the Hα line profile and ALMA brightness
temperature. The good agreement of the phase differences between the observations
(Figure 3.12a) and simulations (Figure 3.12b) suggest that the ALMA temperature
variations are mainly a consequence of an upward propagating acoustic wave in the
stratified medium of the sunspot umbra. A detailed description of model construction
can be found in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.12 Comparison of (a) the observed Hα intensity in red and blue wing and
ALMA temperature variation with (b) the same quantities from the hydrodynamic
acoustic model of Chae & Goode [10]. Vertical dashed lines mark positions in phase
similar to those in the top left panel of Figure 3.8
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Similar to Figure 3.10, we plotted the temperature profile based on the simulated
emergent intensity in band 3 wavelengths from the RH code at the 10 phases marked
in Figure 3.12b. The colors from blue to red indicate increasing phase (or time), as
shown in the color bar. The temperature profile starts at the lowest temperature, rises
to the peak, and then falls back. The rapid line shift that happens between time bins 4
to 7 in Figure 3.10 corresponds to the temperature peak in Figure 3.13, but the earlier
peak in the observations (Figure 3.12a) relative to the linear model (Figure 3.12b)
suggests a tendency for the chromosphere to be heated more strongly at this time than
described by the linear theory. Although the relative timing of the various emissions
are accounted for by the model, however, the absolute temperature and temperature
fluctuation predicted by the RH code using the FAL S model, about 4350 K and
±70 K, respectively at 3 mm, are both significantly less than the observed values
(Figure 3.7), which are around 8000 K and up to ±250 − 450 K. See Loukitcheva’s
paper [38] for a detailed comparison of the brightness temperatures with various
chromospheric models for this same sunspot observed one day earlier. We come back
to this point in the next section.
3.5

Conclusion

Our study describes the first observations of sunspot oscillations detected by
ALMA. The ALMA observations provides unique measurements of the chromospheric
temperature variation tied to electron temperature via free-free emission, and so is
relatively insensitive to atomic abundances and local non-equilibrium conditions.
We applied Fourier analysis to the ALMA band 3 data to create spatial maps
of the 3-minute power amplitude. The 3-minute power maps correlate well to similar
maps for all Hα subbands except the far red wing (+0.8 Å) where the 3-minute
oscillation signal is weak. From the light curves in Figures 7 and 8, we discovered
a relatively constant phase relationship among Hα subband intensity and ALMA
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Figure 3.13 A series of ALMA temperature in phase order based on the simulation
result from RH code. The dashed line represents the original temperature profile
calculated based on the emergent line profile (purple line) in Figure 3.8 right panel.
The color bar indicates the time bin. The temperature gradient reflects the fact that
shorter wavelength of ALMA band3 sees deeper in the chromosphere.
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temperature as well as evidence for a sawtooth pattern in the ALMA temperature
variation, albeit less abrupt than the velocity transition seen in Hα. The phase
relationship among the different Hα bands sampling different parts of the line profile
is consistent with a shift of the line center during the oscillation as well as a slight
variation in line width. The ALMA temperature and the Hα line width peak at
around the same time, but the ALMA temperature shows a more rapid fall after the
peak time.
We used RH code to simulate the Hα line profile and the expected ALMA
emission based on the FAL S sunspot atmosphere model. In order to understand the
phase relationship of the observed ALMA temperature variation, we used the linear
theory of Chae & Goode [10] for the propagation of a hydrodynamic disturbance in a
simplified solar atmosphere to obtain the velocity, density, and pressure perturbations
as a function of height, then applied those perturbations to the FAL S model.
Calculations of the Hα and ALMA emission using repeated runs of the RH code
for different times during one oscillation of such a disturbance gave results that are
in reasonable agreement with the model. In particular, the calculated relative phase
relationships among the Hα near blue wing intensity, ALMA band 3 temperature,
and Hα near red wing intensity are close to those observed, showing that the
ALMA temperature variations are largely due to atmospheric heating expected for a
propagating disturbance.
However, the symmetric temperature variation from the model is due to the
linear theory used for wave propagation in Chae & Goode [10] which cannot reproduce
the slight sawtooth pattern observed in both the ALMA band 3 temperatures and Hα
Doppler velocity. In addition, there are two mismatches of the FAL S model when
compared to the data: (i) we find that the RH code gives an Hα line width for the
FAL S model that is significantly narrower than commonly observed [23, 68], and
(ii) the simulated ALMA band 3 brightness temperature and its variation are only
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4350 K and ±70 K, respectively, both notably less than these values (8000 K and as
much as ±250 − 450 K, respectively) in our observations. Therefore, a study of the
nonlinear solution for the wave function as well as testing of alternative atmospheric
models is much needed. An investigation of such topics is given in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
MODELING OF THE SUNSPOT OSCILLATION USING
NONLINEAR WAVE SOLUTION

In Chapter 3 we briefly outlined the steps taken to simulate the Hα intensity and
ALMA temperature oscillations using the linear model of Chae & Goode [10] to
calculate perturbations that were then used to adjust the FAL umbral model. The
RH code described in Chapter 2 was then used to calculate the Hα and ALMA
intensity as a function of frequency from the perturbed model. We noted in Chapter
3 that the phase relationship between the ALMA temperature and Hα subband
intensity could be accounted for, but the linear model could not reproduce the clear
asymmetry seen in the ALMA time profile and the brightness temperature from RH
simulation using FAL S model is significantly less than observed. In this chapter,
we describe those simulations in greater detail and then use the same approach to
explore a nonlinear model by Chae & Litvinenko [12]. Our goal is to simulate the
asymmetric temporal behavior observed in ALMA temperature oscillations described
in the previous chapter and to test some other sunspot atmospheric models. We
examine the well-established model that the 3-minute oscillations are produced by
a resonant cavity in the chromosphere, as well as an alternative model in which
the cavity is not necessarily needed and the 3-minute oscillations can be explained
by propagating waves that travel through the gravitationally stratified medium, as
introduced in Section 4.1. The analytical solutions of the wave equation for both linear
and nonlinear cases are provided in Section 4.2 following [10] and [12], respectively. In
Section 4.3, we construct the perturbed solar atmospheric models using these formulas
and show the work flow of the simulation. The results from the models are shown in
Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we investigate alternative atmospheric models to see if
they can correct the mismatch between observed and modeled line profiles of Hα or
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reproduce the brightness temperature observed in ALMA band 3. We also share our
view about how ALMA could help in newly developing or refining solar atmospheric
models, along with a possible application of our work in future ALMA observations
that make use of the timing of the oscillations in individual subbands.
4.1

Introduction

Observation and theoretical modeling of the sunspot region have been significantly
advanced in recent decades through the development of observational capabilities
from both ground-based observatories and satellites. Such improvements have led us
to a new era where it is possible to directly probe the physical parameters of the
solar atmosphere, making it easier to study the complicated wave phenomenon in the
sunspot region and reveal its physical nature.
A long-standing explanation for the 3-minute oscillations in the chromosphere
is the resonance cavity model where the wave is trapped between layers in the
atmosphere.

Early researches given by Zhugzhda & Dzhalilov [74, 73] show a

system of three coupled resonant zones including one chromospheric resonator
and two subphotospheric resonators. In the schemes proposed by these authors,
magnetosonic waves of different periods have different resonant layers in the sunspot
atmosphere, and only the slow mode can travel through the chromosphere because the
chromospheric resonator damps the fast wave due to the mismatch of their resonance
frequencies.
In some recent papers [18, 10, 12] regarding the 3-minute oscillations in sunspot
umbra, a different story has been accepted that the oscillations are a direct indication
of the vertical propagating waves that travel through the gravitationally stratified
medium. This idea was first proposed by Fleck & Schmitz [20] that the observed
3-minute oscillations in the chromosphere can be simply explained as the resonant
excitation of the acoustic cut-off frequency mode in a stratified medium. Different
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from the theories in the early 80s, there is no need for a chromospheric cavity to
explain the 3-minute period in the chromosphere.
Based on this idea, a linear model has been carried out by Chae & Goode [10]
to further analyze the behavior of 3-minute oscillations in the sunspot umbra. To
understand the physical nature of the 3-minute oscillation, they studied a physics
scenario where the acoustic waves are generated by a disturbance in a gravitationally
stratified isothermal atmosphere. Using nondimensionalization of the hydrodynamic
equations and assuming a Gaussian form velocity disturbance, they successfully gave
the solutions of scaled velocity, pressure and density that illustrate the perturbed
atmosphere. From these solutions, they found that the initial disturbance would
generate two groups of acoustic waves: the large k (wavenumber) wave corresponding
to higher frequency whose group velocity is equal to the sound speed, and the small k
(wavenumber) wave that has the frequency near cut-off frequency whose group speed
is much lower then the sound speed and therefore lingers around the source region
and is identified as the 3-minute oscillation. Another discovery from the solution is
that the amplitude of the velocity decays with time, suggesting the energy is being
transported continuously out of the source region.
Following this initial paper with the linear treatment of the wave solution in
the solar atmosphere, a nonlinear solution of the acoustic waves have been developed
by Litvinenko, Chae and Kang [35, 12, 11]. In this physical scenario, the wave is
driven by a harmonic velocity perturbation instead of a Gaussian form in the linear
case. Their solution includes a nonlinear velocity term that creates a steepening of the
wave profile and eventually a breaking point when it reaches a certain height. Another
notable feature is the prediction of harmonic signatures (the largest of which is the
second harmonic), which have been found through application of wavelets to Doppler
velocity power spectrum of certain atomic line profiles that form in the chromosphere,
such as the Na I and Hα lines[12].
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In Chapter 3, we analyzed the ALMA band 3 data taken during the solar
commissioning campaign on 2015 December 17 along with Hα line-center and off-band
data taken by BBSO GST, and successfully tested the Chae & Goode [10] linear
model for propagating acoustic waves by comparing the observed and modeled phase
relationship between oscillations seen in Hα off-band and temperature fluctuations
seen in ALMA. In this chapter, we give more details about how that model was
employed to come to those conclusions. In addition, based on our analysis, the linear
wave solution cannot reproduce the asymmetric pattern seeing in the temperature
variation of ALMA, which we suggest is an indicator of nonlinear steeping that
requires a nonlinear solution of the wave equation. Therefore, a further investigation
of such nonlinear effects in the sunspot oscillation is called for. This chapter also
presents a corresponding analysis of the nonlinear model given by Chae & Litvinenko
[12].
4.2

Linear and Nonlinear Solution of the Wave Equation

The linear solution of the wave equation comes from a physical scenario where
the pertubation to a gravitationally stratified, isothermal atmosphere comes from
a localized velocity impulse. The model atmosphere is characterized by a constant
specific heat ratio γ, a constant sound speed c, and a constant gravitational
acceleration g or equivalently constant pressure scale height Hp =

c2
.
γg

According

to Chae & Goode [10], one can write the linearized hydrodynamic equations in the
following format:
∂u
1 ∂ζ
1
2
=−
+ ζ − η,
∂t
γ ∂z γ
γ
∂η
∂u
=−
+ u,
∂t
∂z
∂ζ
∂u
= −γ
+ (2 − γ)u,
∂t
∂z
∂ξ
= u,
∂t
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(4.1)

where u =
δz
Hν

v
c

ρ1
ρ0

exp(−z/Hν ), η =

exp(−z/Hν ), ζ =

p1
p0

exp(−z/Hν ) and ξ =

exp(−z/Hν ) represent the unitless velocity, density, pressure and displacement

from the equilibrium position respectively. The amplitude of fluctuation is thus
directly proportional to the pressure scale height with Hν = 2Hp .
From Equation 4.1, one can derive the wave equation for unitless velocity u:
∂ 2u
∂ 2u
=
− u.
∂t2
∂z 2

(4.2)

Considering an infinite extent to the atmosphere, the boundary condition then
becomes:

u(−∞, t) = u(∞, t) = 0,

(4.3)

with initial conditions:

u(z, 0) = ψ(z),
∂u(z, 0)
= 0,
∂t

(4.4)

where the initial velocity disturbance ψ(z) is taken to be of Gaussian form:
h  z − z 2 i
0
ψ(z) = u0 exp −2
.
L

(4.5)

Using these conditions, we seek a wave solution of the form exp(i(kz − ωt),
which from 4.2 gives the dispersion relation ω 2 = k 2 + 1. The general solution is a
linear superposition of all normal modes. The solutions of the unitless velocity and
other parameters are given as follows:
1
u(z, t) = √
2π

Z

∞

ũ(κ) cos(ω(κ)t) exp(iκz) dκ
−∞
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(4.6)

1
η(z, t) = √
2π

1
ζ(z, t) = √
2π

Z

∞



−∞

1
κ
+
−i
ω(κ) ω(κ)


ũ(κ) sin(ω(κ)t) exp(iκz) dκ

∞



2−γ
γκ
+
ũ(κ) sin(ω(κ)t) exp(iκz) dκ
−i
ω(κ)
ω(κ)
−∞

Z

(4.7)

1
ξ(z, t) = √
2π

Z

∞

−∞

1
ũ(κ) sin(ω(κ)t) exp(iκz) dκ
ω(κ)

(4.8)

(4.9)

where
1
1
ũ(κ) = u0 L exp[− (κL)2 ],
2
8

(4.10)

with normal mode frequency given by:
√
ω± = ± κ2 + 1.

(4.11)

The solutions given in Equation 4.6 to 4.9 for each (z, t) only depend on κ
and therefore can be calculated using numerical integration for any given precision.
The initial impulse is controlled by u0 and L, which Chae & Goode [10] examine for
two cases with a fixed total energy released to the system: the case L = 0.2 where
most energy goes to large-wavenumber components and the case L = 2.0 where most
energy goes to small-wavenumber components. We tested both cases and found that
only the L = 2.0 case matched our observation.
Though we have the analytical solutions to the unitless velocity, density,
pressure and displacement, they need to be converted to the physical parameters
listed in the FAL model so that the perturbed model can be used in the RH code for
simulations.
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From the unitless solutions, we derived the following expressions for temperature,
electron number density and velocity:
T
1 + ez/Hν ζ
(z, t) =
,
T0
1 + eh/Hν η

(4.12)

ne
(z, t) = 1 + ez/Hν η,
ne0

(4.13)

v(z, t) = uez/Hν c + v0 .

(4.14)

Equations 4.12 to 4.14 give the perturbations in the form of fractional changes
to the parameters in the solar atmospheric model as a function of both height and
time, which can be used to generate the perturbed models relative to any assumed
atmospheric model. This approach is not entirely self-consistent to the extent that
the atmospheric model to which the perturbations are applied differs from the
infinite isothermal hydrostatic model of constant scale height assumed in deriving
the perturbations, but it serves well enough for this initial investigation. The detail
of model construction is presented in Section 3, here we only focus on the solutions
of wave equation. Once we put the perturbed models into RH code, we can simulate
the line profile behavior as a function of time for given frequency ranges. An example
for ALMA band 3 mm wavelength can be seen in Figure 3.13 in Chapter 3. However,
the lack of asymmetry in the result leads us to consider the nonlinear solution of the
wave equation given by Chae & Litvinenko [12], which we now describe.
To create the physical scenario for the nonlinear wave solution, the form of
perturbation was changed from a Gaussian function to a Sine function with angular
frequency ω:
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v(0, t) = v0 sin(ωt).

(4.15)

In order for the wave to propagate, the angular frequency ω must be greater
than the acoustic cut-off frequency which is defined as:

ω0 =

γg
,
2c0

(4.16)

where γ, g and c0 are independent parameters that characterize the atmosphere just
as in the linear case.
As described by Litvinenko & Chae [35], the vertically propagating adiabatic
acoustic wave in an isothermal, gravitationally stratified atmosphere is governed by
three equations: the momentum equation, the continuity equation and the entropy
equation, all listed as follows:

ρ

where c =

q

γp
ρ

∂v
∂v
∂p
Dv
= ρ(
+ v ) = − − ρg,
Dt
∂t
∂z
∂z

(4.17)

Dρ
∂v
= −ρ ,
Dt
∂z

(4.18)

Dp
Dρ
= c2
,
Dt
Dt

(4.19)

is the local sound speed. From Equation 4.17 to 4.19, Litvinenko &

Chae [35] derived the second order differential equation for v:
2
D2 v
∂v
∂v Dv
2∂ v
−c
+ γg
= −γ
.
2
2
Dt
∂z
∂z
∂z Dt
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(4.20)

Equation 4.20 has no exact analytical solution except for g = 0 case. To solve
this equation, Chae & Litvinenko applied the second order approximation in which
only linear and quadratic terms of v and its derivatives are kept. Based on this idea,
Equation 4.20 becomes:
2
2
∂v ∂v
c20 ∂v
∂ 2v
∂ 2v
2 ∂ v
2∂ v
=
c
q
− (1 + γ)
,
−
c
+
−
2v
0
0
2
2
2
∂t
∂z
H ∂z
∂z
∂z∂t
∂z ∂t

(4.21)

where the unitless temperature perturbation

q=

c2
p1 ρ 1
−1≈
− ,
2
c0
p0 ρ0

(4.22)

and satisfies the equation:
∂q
∂v
= −(γ − 1) .
∂t
∂z
Using unitless variables: z̃ =

z
,
2H

ṽ =

v
,
c0

t̃ = tω0 and ω̃ =

(4.23)

ω
,
ω0

Equation 4.21

can be written in the dimensionless form:
∂ 2v ∂ 2v
∂v
∂ 2v
∂ 2v
∂v ∂v
−
+
2
=
q
−
2v
− (1 + γ)
.
2
2
2
∂t
∂z
∂z
∂z
∂z∂t
∂z ∂t

(4.24)

In 4.25 the tilde superscripts are removed for readability and will remain that
way in this section until further specified. Inspired by the linear case, Chae &
Litvinenko [12] sought the nonlinear wave solution for Equation 4.24 in the following
form:

v(z, t) = v0 ez sin(ωt − kz + b(z)ωv).
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(4.25)

The solution of b(z), as calculated by Chae & Litvinenko [12], must satisfy two
independent differential equations:
db
− α = 0,
dz

(4.26)

1 db 1 d2 b
+
− β = 0,
2 dz 4 dz 2

(4.27)

1
1
α = (γ + 1) − (γ − 1) 2
2
ω

(4.28)

b+

b+

where

and

β = γ − (γ − 1)

1
.
ω2

(4.29)

There is no exact solution for the dimensionless function b(z) since one cannot
find a concurrent solution for Equation 4.26 and 4.27, but Chae & Litvinenko [12]
constructed an approximate form of b(z) from the short-wave solution bS and the
long-wave solution bL as follows:

b(z) = W bS (z) + (1 − W )bL (z),

(4.30)

where bS is the short-wave solution that satisfies Equation 4.26 and bL is the
long-wave solution that satisfies Equation 4.27. Considering the boundary condition
b(0) = 0, the short-wave solution is:

bS (z) = α(1 − e−z ),
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(4.31)

and the long-wave solution is:
√
√
1
bL (z) = β[1 − (cos( 3z) + √ sin( 3z))e−z ].
3

(4.32)

Finally, Chae & Litvinenko calculated the interpolation parameter W in 4.30
and found a good approximation with the expression:

W ≈

ω2 − 1
.
ω 2 − 0.283

(4.33)

This equation becomes zero when ω (the ratio between angular frequency of
the perturbation and acoustic cut-off frequency) equals one, and unity when ω is far
larger than one. At this point, we revert back to expressing unitless variables with
tilde and express non-tilde variables in physical units.
The unitless velocity ṽ already expresses the perturbation in velocity in units of
v
.
c0

the sound speed as given by its definition: ṽ =

Using the ideal gas approximation,

we can write the expression of sound speed as:
r
c=

γp
=
ρ

r

γkB T
,
m

(4.34)

which leads to the temperature perturbation via the unitless variable q defined in
Equation 4.22:
∆T
= q.
T0

(4.35)

Finally, we find the electron numbers density perturbation from the adiabatic
assumption:

P 1−γ T γ = constant,
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(4.36)

combined with Equation 4.22 and considering the direct proportionality of ρ and ne :
∆ρ
∆ne
=
=
ne0
ρ0
Here we treat γ =

5
3



T
T0

γ
− 1−γ

−

T
= (q + 1)5/2 − (q + 1).
T0

(4.37)

for monatomic gas. Using Equations 4.25, 4.23, 4.35 and

4.37, we can then numerically calculate the fractional changes of velocity, temperature
and electron number density for the nonlinear case using the python code in the
Appendix. Figure 4.1 shows the velocity, temperature and electron number density
oscillations at different height for a long-period (ω/ω0 = 1.12, or W = 0.262) driving
source. The x and y axes of the figure represent the unitless time and height, which
can be easily converted to physical time and height to generate the perturbed models.
From this figure, one can calculate the period of the oscillation for a given
quantity at a given height. Based on the relation between ω and ω0 , the period of
the oscillation is ∼ 172 s.
It is clear that the nonlinear wave profile steepens as it propagating upwards and
eventually the wave will break after certain height. Chae & Litvinenko [12] estimate
the breaking height for the long-period case to be:

Z ≈ ln(1 +

ω0 c0
).
ω v0

(4.38)

From this equation, we can see that the breaking height for a given long-period
wave is directly related to the amplitude v0 of the initial perturbation. When the
amplitude of the driving source is large, the wave breaks at lower height compared
with that of the weaker initial perturbation. In the case where v0 /c0 = 0.01, the
breaking height is slightly larger than 4.5, which can be seen from Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Velocity, temperature and electron number density oscillation at
different height for long-period driving source.
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4.3

Model Construction

In order to generate the perturbed model and eventually form a series of time
dependent intensity profiles in Hα and the mm continuum wavelength range, we need
to convert the unitless quantities to the physical quantities. Using the nonlinear case
as an example, from Equations 4.35, 4.37 and the definition of unitless velocity, we
can obtain the fractional perturbation of the local temperature and electron number
density as well as the velocity, as a function of physical height z = 2H z̃. The local
quantities may come from any of a number of published sunspot atmospheric models
with their corresponding height information. To illustrate, the tabulated heights
from the FAL S model are shown with horizontal cyan lines in Figure 4.1, where
the heights cover the upper photosphere and lower chromosphere with unevenly
distributed values, as shown by cyan lines in , in which the velocity perturbation
source is set to be at 300 km in the model.
To form a time series of a perturbed model, we first set up the characteristic
parameters of the model. For example, we set the sound speed c0 = 7.0 km/s, the
ratio of specific heats γ = 5/3 and the gravitational acceleration g = 0.274 km/s,
thus the scale height can be calculated using H =

c2
γg

which is roughly 107 km. We

then choose the initial turbulence amplitude v0 and height of the turbulence source.
Note that the perturbation created by a strong source at higher height would be
similar to that created by a weak source at lower height, therefore to be consistent
with the linear case, the height of the turbulence source is set to be at 300 km. To
calculate each parameter from the perturbed model, we generate two evenly spaced
numeric arrays z and t representing unitless height and time. For each given time in
the t array, we calculate the fractional perturbation of temperature, electron number
density and velocity for each element in the z array. This process is iterated for
every time stamp, so that a matrix of oscillations at different heights is established
and can be used later. We interpolate the fractional perturbation from z to physical
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height in the model considering the pressure scale height and the driving source
location, and calculate the physical quantities based on the local parameters as well
as the corresponding fractional variations for a given time, then iterate this process
for all time. In the linear case, the wave propagates both upward and downward in
the atmosphere, so we eliminate the downward propagating wave by multiplying the
perturbation amplitude by a “smooth step function” in terms of the error function
(see line 97 of the code in Appendix 2) with unit amplitude at 300 km and zero
amplitude at 0 km. This has no effect in the nonlinear case since there the wave
propagates only upward. Using this procedure, a time series of the perturbed model
can be generated and is then ready to be put into RH code for simulations.
Figure 4.2 shows a series of snapshots (curves of different colors) of the fractional
perturbation in the three quantities, temperature, electron number density, and
velocity. The time of these snapshots can be found in the top panel in units of
ω0 t, which correlate with the x-axis in Figure 4.1. Each of the snapshots can be
treated as a result of a vertical cut in a given time in Figure 4.1, and the dashed
line in each panel gives the upper boundary of the FAL S model. We notice that the
velocity has some delay with respect to temperature and density, which explains the
phase differences seen in Figure 3.12 of our previous study.
For each perturbed model, we run the RH code to simulate the intensity
behavior for a extended wavelength range of ALMA band 3 (∼ 3 mm). The results
of such simulation are read by IDL procedures like @initrh and analyze provided in
the RH simulation tools.
To help visualize the entire procedure, the steps and decision points are shown
in flow chart form in Figure 4.3. The whole scheme is based on the initial conditions
which could be modified according to the final line profile results to bring the results
closer to observation. In order to simulate the asymmetric behavior seen in the ALMA
temperature oscillation, we tried different amplitudes for the velocity perturbation
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Figure 4.2 From top to bottom: temperature perturbation, electron number density
perturbation and velocity as a function of height in FAL S model. The driven source
of the perturbation is at 300 km and the dashed line shows the upper boundary of the
model. For the top two panels, the y-axis represents the perturbation factor relative
to the background, while for velocity the y-axis is in units of km/s. The colors show
the perturbation at different times.
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source and different models as shown in Figure 4.4. The location of the turbulence
source, however, is set to be at a fixed height value of 300 km in the FAL S model to
be consistent with our study of linear-wave simulation.
From this scheme, we can have the emergent intensity profiles at certain
wavelength ranges for any atmospheric model and any given initial conditions.
However, the temperature variations observed by ALMA cannot be compared with
the RH simulation intensity profiles directly, so we use the following to convert the
intensity profiles at mm wavelengths to temperature (cf. Equation 2.3):

T =

Ic2
,
2kB ν 2

(4.39)

where I is the RH-calculated, frequency-dependent emergent intensity and kB is the
Boltzmann constant.
4.4

Result

Based on the scheme described in the previous section, we are able to compare the
predicted ALMA temperature variations generated by the RH code with different
models and between linear and nonlinear wave cases.

Figure 4.4 shows such a

comparison in the temperature profiles and the temperature oscillations in different
subbands for three cases: linear wave propagating in the FAL S model, nonlinear
wave with strong initial velocity perturbation (v0 /c = 0.01) propagating in the FAL
S model and nonlinear wave with weak initial velocity perturbation (v0 /c = 0.005)
propagating in a model for the sunspot umbra introduced by Maltby [39]. The
weaker initial perturbation in the Maltby model is needed to prevent the wave from
breaking in the formation height of ALMA band 3. In the left column, we present
the temperature profiles of these cases and use colors in the color bar to indicate the
time order showing the evolution of the simulated temperature profiles. Each of the
time bins comes from a time stamp marked with a diamond on the black solid line in
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the corresponding panels in the right column. The unperturbed temperature profile
in the 3 mm wavelength is represented by the same sloping dashed line in each panel
in the left column, while the vertical dashed lines mark the boundaries of subband
wavelength ranges of the four subbands of ALMA band 3.
The difference in the over-all range of temperature in Figure 4.4 demonstrates
the influence of the initial velocity turbulence. In the linear case where the initial
disturbance time profile is a Gaussian function, the perturbed temperature profiles
are parallel to the unperturbed one, with a ∼ 150 K separation between peak and
trough. On the other hand, divergent (non-parallel) temperature profiles can be seen
in the nonlinear cases of both weak and strong perturbations and in two different
atmospheric models, with a larger temperature perturbation at longer wavelengths.
The amplitude of the temperature fluctuation also increases in the nonlinear FAL S
model compared with the linear model, ∼ 600 K vs. ∼ 140 K at 3 mm wavelength.
As noted earlier, though, the FAL S model cannot reproduce the observed mean
temperature of ∼ 8000 K seen in in Figure 3.7. The Maltby model results in a
higher mean temperature (∼ 6500 K) and an even larger temperature fluctuation
(∼ 1300 K), although the latter can be adjusted lower by decreasing the initial velocity
perturbation.
Figure 4.4 also shows the subband temperature variations in one period for all
three cases. From spectral window index 0 to 3, the center frequency of each subband
is: 93 GHz, 95 GHz, 105 GHz, and 107 GHz, each with 2 GHz bandwidth. From the
nonlinear wave cases, we see a wider range in temperature at the peak of the oscillation
compared with that at the trough, indicating a larger temperature variation at lower
frequency (longer wavelength), which agrees with the temperature profiles seen in the
left column. The peak of the oscillation also shows a sharper and slightly asymmetric
peak time profile compared with the trough, which becomes more significant in the
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Figure 4.4 Comparison between RH simulation result of linear (top panel) and
nonlinear FAL S model case (middle panel), and nonlinear Maltby model case
(bottom panel). Left: Spectral intensity profiles from the RH simulation. The
color bar indicates the time bin marked as the smaller diamonds in the right-hand
column for each case. The sloped dashed line represents the intensity profile from
the unperturbed FAL S model, while the vertical dashed lines mark the subband
wavelength ranges for ALMA band 3. Right: temperature oscillations of ALMA band
3 subbands for one period, with black line showing the mean temperature variation
and colored lines showing temperature variation in each subband, spw0 - spw3. The
larger diamond symbols mark the peak time for each subband.
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Maltby model. Both nonlinear wave cases show some agreement with the saw-tooth
shape seen in the observed ALMA temperature variation, as Figure 3.11 showed.
The peak point temperature of each subband in the nonlinear cases is marked
with a larger diamond in Figure 4.4. We find that there is a slight temporal delay
from spectral window 0 to spectral window 3 in both cases, amounting to ∼ 1.1 s
for the nonlinear wave case in FAL S model and ∼ 1.4 s for the nonlinear wave case
in Maltby model. Considering the sound speed c0 = 7.0 km/s, we can estimate the
corresponding “effective” height difference is a little less than ∼ 10 km. Though
the number is small, it could be a result of the slight upward bias in the extended
formation height in lower-frequency subbands relative to the higher-frequency ones.
Our results demonstrate that the asymmetric shape seen in the ALMA
temperature variation can be simulated with the nonlinear (continuously driven
velocity disturbance) model in the sunspot umbral atmosphere.

However, the

simulated brightness temperature is too low for FAL S model. In addition, we note
that the RH code gives an Hα line width for the FAL S model that is significantly
narrower than commonly observed [23, 68]. Therefore, we used the RH code to study
the behavior of two other models (the FAL penumbral model R and the Maltby umbral
model [39]) to compare the line profiles in both Hα and ALMA band 3 wavelength
range, discussed in the next section.
4.5

Investigation of Alternative Atmospheric Models

In order to investigate the apparent mismatch between observed and modeled line
profiles of Hα, we plotted the spectral synthesis results from the RH code of two
other models, the FAL penumbral model R and the Maltby umbral model [39], to see
if they can correct the Hα line-width discrepancy. The result is shown in Figure 4.5
for both Hα and ALMA Band 3 mm wavelength range. The upper panels compare
the temperature and electron number density between FAL umbral model S, FAL
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penumbral model R and Maltby model, with color shading to show the height range
of 50 % of the ALMA band 3 contribution function calculated for the FAL S and
Maltby model. In the other panels are shown the output of the RH code for FAL R
(middle panels) and Maltby (lower panels) models in the same format as Figure 3.9.
The contribution functions are illustrated in gray scale shading and the emergent line
intensities are also plotted in violet lines according to the scale on the right of each
panel. The velocity of these unperturbed static models is always zero at all heights,
so we can neglect this parameter for the comparison.
From the top panels in Figure 4.5, we can see that the FAL S model shows no
chromospheric plateau in temperature, which is different from both penumbral and
Maltby model. This temperature plateau was not included in the model presented
in Fontenla’s Paper I of semiempirical models of solar atmosphere[21], and was
added later to the penumbral model as a result of the energy balance in the coronal
loop foot point in the transition region [22]. By adding this feature, Fontenla [22]
successfully matched the observed Hα index cycle variations with Solar Irradiance
Physical Modeling (SRPM) calculations. However, due to the complexity in the
upper choromosphere, the 1-D static model cannot fully reproduce the line profile,
requiring improvement based on 3-D dynamic solar atmospheric models.
Overall, the difference between these three models becomes larger with height,
which results in a notable difference in both Hα and ALMA Band 3 mm wavelength
range. The middle and bottom panels in Figure 4.5 shows the line profiles and
contribution functions in both wavelength ranges. In order to better demonstrate the
height distribution of the contribution function, both the FAL R and Maltby model
are plotted in the same height range. It is clear that the contribution functions for
Hα in these two models shows some similarity with that in Figure 3.9. From the
results, we find that most of the Hα center line intensity comes from a narrow layer
in the upper chromosphere (∼ 1700 km) for the FAL R model while in the Maltby
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model it becomes a extended region from ∼ 1750 km to ∼ 1900 km. The continuum
is mainly formed in the photoshere in both models, with the FAL R model slightly
higher in the atmosphere.
In the ALMA 3 mm wavelength range, the height distribution of the contribution function shows huge differences between these two models. The formation
height in the ALMA band 3 wavelength range given by the simulation result from
FAL R model shows that the emergent intensity mainly comes from a narrow layer
below ∼ 1750 km, while in the Maltby model case it ranges from ∼ 850 km to ∼
1150 km as seen in the bottom right panel. We want to point out that the narrow
contribution function around 1750 km may be a result of an edge effect from the FAL
R model itself, but it does agree with some previous simulation results that show that
hotter models tend to have a narrower formation range in ALMA 3 mm wavelength
band [42].
From Figure 4.5, we see that the formation height of ALMA band 3 in both
the FAL R model and Maltby model are higher than that of FAL S model, with a
difference of ∼ 250 km (Maltby) to ∼ 1000 km (FAL R). Considering the temperature
as a function of height seen in the top panel in Figure 4.5, this difference can result
in a higher temperature in the ALMA band 3 mm wavelength range for the FAL R
and Maltby model when compared with that from FAL S model. Based on Equation
4.39, we calculate the temperature at λ = 3mm for the FAL R and Maltby model to
be ∼ 11700 K and ∼ 6500 K respectively. The brightness temperature from the FAL
R model is too high compared with observed ∼ 8000 K, which can be seen from the
height of contribution function in the ALMA band 3 mm wavelength range. Although
the brightness temperature from the Maltby model simulation is lower than the actual
temperature seen in ALMA, the result is the closest to the observation data among the
three tested models. From Figure 4.4, we also notice that the temperature variation
due to the nonlinear wave perturbation is about ±650 K in the Maltby model, in
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Figure 4.5 Comparison between chromospheric models and their RH simulation
results. Top panels: Temperature and electron number density vs. height for FAL
S, R and Maltby model. Middle panels: Spectral synthesis results, with intensity
contribution function (gray shading) vs. height for both the Hα (left) line and ALMA
band 3 (right) from the FAL R model, overlaid with emergent line profile (violet line).
Bottom panels: Similar to middle panels, but for Maltby model. In the upper panels,
the purple shading reflects the height range of 50% of the FAL S contribution function
(right panel of Fig. 3.9) while the green shading shows the same for the Malby model
in the lower-right panel of this figure. The corresponding height for FAL R is a narrow
range near 1700 km (not shown).
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reasonable agreement with the ±250 − 450 K from the observation. Moreover, the
temperature oscillation seen in Figure 4.4 bottom panel also shows a distinct sawtooth
pattern which can be found in the ALMA observation as shown in Figure 3.11,
demonstrating that some relatively minor tweaks of the Maltby model may make
it suitable for simulating the observed brightness and nonlinear effects we have seen
in the 3-minute mm-wave oscillations.
4.6

Discussion and Conclusion

Using temperature information from ALMA as well as the RH simulation tools, we
successfully reproduce the main observational characteristics of the ALMA 3-minute
oscillations seen in Figure 3.11:
• the overall brightness temperature of the emission from the Maltby model is
around 6500 K;
• the rough range of variation of the brightness temperature when nonlinear waves
propagate in the Maltby model is around ±650 K;
• the phase/timing relationships among velocity, density, and temperature (both
linear and nonlinear cases) are predicted as observed;
• and the asymmetry in the time profile (nonlinear cases) has the right character
(slower rise, faster fall).
We therefore confirm that both the 3-minute sunspot umbral oscillation and the
asymmetry in the temperature time profile can be mainly accounted for by a simple
model of vertically propagating nonlinear acoustic waves in an isothermal atmosphere.
We also compared the FAL S, FAL R, and Maltby models to see if we can correct
the Hα line-width discrepancy as well as the low temperature from FAL S simulation.
The result is promising for the Maltby model, which not only shows a broader Hα
line-width compared with FAL S model, but also gives a brightness temperature
and its variation close to the observation. The main difference between the FAL S
model and Maltby model is the chromospheric plateau in temperature, which was not
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added into FAL S model but appears to be needed. The electron number density of
the Maltby model is also higher, which may play a role in the different results from
the two models.
This study demonstrates the advantages of ALMA mm observations for studying
the solar atmosphere. By comparing the simulation results in the mm wavelength
range through ALMA observations, we are able to determine which atmospheric
model best reproduces the time-dependent temperature profiles in the umbral region.
Meanwhile, the asymmetry discovered in the ALMA temperature time profile also
helps us to adjust the parameters used to set up the nonlinear disturbance in the
atmosphere. Although the atmospheric model we used cannot produce the exact
brightness temperature observed by ALMA band 3, we believe it can be adjusted
using future data from other ALMA bands that are sensitive to a wider range of
heights in the atmosphere.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES

The work presented in this dissertation mainly focuses on the study of Sunspot
3-minute umbral oscillations using observation from ALMA and GST as well as
modeling of the sunspot atmosphere.

We conducted the analysis in multiple

wavelength including ALMA band 3 and Hα subbands. The high spatial and temporal
resolution provided by ALMA allows us to well resolve the 3-minute oscillations in
the form of temperature fluctuations, and to study the spatial distribution of the
3-minute oscillations. Meanwhile, using RH code as well as FAL sunspot umbral
atmospheric model (FAL S model), we successfully tested a possible physical model for
impulse-driven acoustic waves propagating in the gravitationally stratified medium,
and recreated the phase relationship seen between ALMA temperature fluctuations
and Hα subband intensities. Moreover, to explain the asymmetry in the ALMA
temperature variation, we studied the influence of nonlinear wave effects and tested
several atmospheric models and concluded that the Maltby model is most suitable for
this physics scenario and capable of reproducing the asymmetry in the temperature
oscillations.
5.1

Summary of the Dissertation

The main goal of this dissertation is to study the sunspot oscillations by taking
advantage of ALMA mm observations, which can provide unique measurements of
the chromospheric temperature variation tied to electron temperature via free-free
emission, and so is relatively insensitive to atomic abundances and local nonequilibrium conditions. In response to this goal, the major part of this dissertation
are the following.
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We performed a routine of data reduction of the ALMA observational data
including the standard calibration as well as the self-calibration procedure, which
allow us to detect for the first time the sunspot oscillations in the form of temperature
variations. The high spatial resolution of ALMA also make it possible to compare the
detail of the distribution of the 3-minute power maps with that from the Hα subbands,
which we find correlated well between each other when the 3-minute oscillation signal
is strong. We also discovered a relatively constant phase relationship when compared
the temperature fluctuation of ALMA with BBSO Hα subband intensities as well
as a sawtooth pattern in the ALMA temperature variation. The phase relationship
among the different Hα subbands is consistent with a shift of the line center during
the oscillation as well as a slight variation in line width.
To seek the explanation of the phase relationship, we used RH code to simulate
the Hα line profiles and temperatures at ALMA band 3 wavelength based on
the FAL S sunspot atmospheric model.

Though the brightness temperature is

lower than the observation, we successfully tested a possible physical model for
impulse-driven acoustic waves propagating in the gravitationally stratified medium
developed by Chae & Goode [10]. The close result between the model result of
relative phase relationship among the Hα near blue wing intensity, ALMA band 3
temperature and the Hα near red wing intensity with those observed indicate that the
ALMA temperature variations are largely due to atmospheric heating expected for
a propagating disturbance. However, the symmetric temperature variation from this
model does not match the asymmetry seen in both the ALMA band 3 temperature
as well as Hα Doppler velocity, therefore we proceed to a nonlinear wave solution of
the wave equation given by Chae & Litvinenko [12].
We described the detail of both linear and nonlinear solution of the wave
equation in Chapter 4, with interpretations about how we converted the unitless
solutions to the perturbations in temperature, electron number density and velocity
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and generated a series of snapshots of the perturbed atmospheric models. Using these
perturbed models as input of RH code, we simulated the temperature oscillation at
ALMA band 3 wavelength range and successfully reproduced the asymmetry found
in the observed temperature variation. We also tested several other atmospheric
model, including FAL R and Maltby model, using the nonlinear wave scenario and
demonstrate the capability of ALMA mm observation in determining the best suitable
model of the case.
These new observations show the power of ALMA mm-wave observations for
providing entirely new diagnostics of the solar atmosphere.

Because of the low

solar activity since these science-verification observations were made, no additional
observations of sunspot umbrae have been possible to date. However, current and
future advances in ALMA capabilities for solar observations, such as higher spatial
resolution, polarization, and additional frequency bands that provide diagnostics at
both lower and higher heights, all offer great promise for investigations in the near
future as solar activity returns. Such observations should motivate more sophisticated
modeling that includes the effect of the hydrodynamic waves on ionization states as
well as the effect of the strong sunspot magnetic fields.
5.2

Future Research Perspectives

We will discuss the possible direction of future researches in the following section,
motivated by the studies in this dissertation.
5.2.1

ALMA observation in larger baseline configuration and higher
bands

The current ALMA solar observation are limited with compact array configuration
based on the ALMA technical handbook [16]. According to the general information
provided in this book, solar observations will be conducted only during the periods
when the 12-m Array is in one of the allowed configurations for the requested band,
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namely C-1 to C-4 for Band 3, C-1 to C-3 for Band 5, C-1 to C-3 for Band 6, and
C-1 to C-2 for Band 7, with the possible maximum baseline decrease as observation
frequency increase.
Based on the baseline and wavelength information, this set up can reach an
angular resolution of ∼ 0.600 in C-3 configuration at 230 Ghz, which is already
comparable with some other solar dedicated instrument such as Big Bear Solar
Observatory. Meanwhile, since the solar commissioning campaign data we used in
our work does not have a full FOV of the sunspot, it is impossible for us to study any
physical parameters of penumbra statistically. Considering these two factors, a full
coverage of the sunspot umbra and penumbra region with higher spatial resolution
would be a great improvement of our study. The high resolution of ALMA can resolve
small scale heating signatures at certain formation height in the chromosphere, and
when combined with other observations that formed at different height, a detailed
3-D picture of the chromosphere could be formed. Thus, a continuous study of the
sunspot oscillation using similar technique as we demonstrate in Chapter 3 but with
larger baseline and higher bands of ALMA is promising.
A higher bands observation of ALMA could also help in the field of model
construction, since it probes lower in the chromosphere, which is also closer to the
turbulence source in our perturbed models. Considering the advantages of ALMA mm
wavelength observation and its direct connection with plasma temperature, though
not possible for next ALMA observation cycle, we think it is a good approach to
split the array and carry out the observation simultaneously for two frequency bands
so that the propagation of the wave can be captured in the temperature form, thus
helping construct the wave propagating model in the sunspot.
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5.2.2

ALMA subbands study

In Chapter 4, we examined the peak shift between subbands of ALMA and found that
the corresponding height difference related with this shift is about 10 km. Though
the number is not large, it shows that there is a slight bias in the extended formation
height in different subbands. The reason for the small difference is that the gap
between each subband is too small to clearly distinguish differences given the extent
of the formation height of the subband. Therefore, it could be interesting to study
the subband difference over a broader frequency range in band 6 for the coming
ALMA observation cycle, where the difference between base band 2 and 3 can reach
12 GHz. Meanwhile, this estimation of the subband shift can be further improved by
performing cross correlation to the subband data at each pixel in certain regions (e.g.
umbra, penumbra) along with some statistical analysis.
Further study of sunspot oscillation using ALMA can be expected to contribute
significantly to addressing the coronal and chromospheric heating problem. With a
direct temperature probe, we can learn more about the heating process happening in
the solar atmosphere, therefore enabling tests of existing theories with ALMA data.
The high spatial and temporal resolution also allows us to capture the temperature
fluctuation in smaller features, making it possible to construct a dynamic picture for
solar chromosphere. In summary, the work presented in this dissertation explores
what can be learned from one of the most advanced radio telescopes, ALMA, and
will motivate further exploration into the field of solar research.
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APPENDIX
PYTHON SCRIPTS

In this appendix, we present the python scripts used in Section 4.3. The purpose of
the first script is to generate fractional perturbations while the second script is for
applying these fractional perturbations and generating perturbed models.
1

Python script for generating fractional perturbation

1

import numpy as np

2

from numpy import sqrt , sin , cos , pi

3

import sympy as sy

4

from math import exp

5

from scipy . interpolate import interp1d

6

import matplotlib . pyplot as plt

7

import pandas as pd

8

import os

9

10

# initial condition

11

gamma = 5/3

12

c_0 = 7.0 # km / s

13

g = 0.274 # km / s

14

H = c_0 **2./( gamma * g ) # Hp

15

w_0 = gamma * g /(2* c_0 )

16

v_0 = 0.01

17

w = 1.12

18

19

# def parameters

20

def alpha ( w ) :
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21

return 0.5*( gamma +1) -( gamma -1) *(1/ w **2)

22

23

24

def beta ( w ) :
return gamma -( gamma -1) *(1/ w **2)

25

26

27

def k ( w ) :
return sqrt ( w **2 -1) # dimensionless k

28

29

# short - wave solution :

30

def b_s (z , w ) :

31

return alpha ( w ) *(1 - exp ( -1* z ) )

32

33

34

def b_s_approx ( z ) :
return ( gamma +1) /2*(1 - exp ( -1* z ) )

35

36

# long - wave solution :

37

def b_l (z , w ) :

38

return beta ( w ) *(1 -( cos ( sqrt (3) * z ) +1/ sqrt (3) * sin ( sqrt (3) * z )
) * exp ( -1* z ) )

39

40

# weighting parameter :

41

def Weight ( w ) :

42

return ( w **2 -1) /( w **2 -0.283)

43

44

# non - linear factor

45

def b (z , w ) :

46

return Weight ( w ) * b_s (z , w ) +(1 - Weight ( w ) ) * b_l (z , w )

47

48

def pb (z , w ) :
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49

return Weight ( w ) * alpha ( w ) * exp ( -1* z ) +(1 - Weight ( w ) ) * beta ( w )
*( sqrt (3) +1/ sqrt (3) ) * sin ( sqrt (3) * z ) * exp ( -1* z )

50

51

# short - wave limit

52

def pb_s ( z ) :

53

return ( gamma +1) /2* exp ( -1* z )

54

55

# short - wave limit

56

def v (z , t , w , v_0 , v_1 ) :

57

return v_0 * exp ( z ) * sin ( w *t - w * z + b_s_approx ( z ) * w * v_1 )

58

59

# partial ( q ) / partial ( t )

60

def pq (t ,z ,w , V ) :

61

return -1*( gamma -1) * v_0 * exp ( z ) *( sin ( w *t - k ( w ) * z + b (z , w ) * w * V )
+ cos ( w *t - k ( w ) * z + b (z , w ) * w * V ) *( -1* k ( w ) + pb (z , w ) * w * V ) ) /(1 - v_0 *
exp ( z ) * cos ( w *t - k ( w ) * z + b (z , w ) * w * V ) * b (z , w ) * w )

62

63

# short - wave limit

64

def pq_s (t ,z ,w , V ) :

65

return -1*( gamma -1) * v_0 * exp ( z ) *( sin ( w *t - w * z + b_s_approx ( z ) *
w * V ) + cos ( w *t - w * z + b_s_approx ( z ) * w * V ) *( -1* w + pb_s ( z ) * w * V ) ) /(1 v_0 * exp ( z ) * cos ( w *t - w * z + b_s_approx ( z ) * w * V ) * b_s_approx ( z ) * w )

66

67

velocity_all = []

68

q_all = []

69

ne_all = []

70

T_all =[]

71

fig = plt . figure ( dpi =250 , figsize =(8 ,12) )

72

plt . axis ([0 ,10 ,0 ,12])
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73

for z in np . arange (0 ,4.51 ,0.05) :

74

75

velocity = []

76

velocity_1 = []

77

velocity_ini =[]

78

q = []

79

pq_temp = []

80

81

x = sy . Symbol ( ’x ’)

82

for t in np . arange (0 ,10 ,0.001) :

83

temp = sy . nsolve ( v_0 * exp ( z ) * sy . sin ( w *t - k ( w ) * z + b (z , w ) * w
* x ) -x ,( -0.91 ,0.91) , solver = ’ bisect ’ , prec =5)

84

85

velocity . append ( temp )
v_temp = velocity

86

87

v_temp = np . array ( v_temp , dtype = float )

88

velocity_all . append ( v_temp )

89

V = v_temp

90

t = np . arange (0 ,10 ,0.001)

91

pq_temp = pq (t ,z ,w , V )

92

pq_temp [ np . where ( pq_temp <= -2) ] = abs ( pq_temp [ np . where (
pq_temp <= -2) ])

93

94

95

96

97

for t in np . arange (0 ,10 ,0.001) :
if t == 0:
q . append ( v_temp [0])
else :

98

count = t *1000

99

count = int ( count )
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100

q1 =0.001* pq_temp [ count -1]+ q [ count -1]

101

q . append ( q1 )

102

103

q = np . array (q , dtype = float )

104

105

# find discontinuous point

106

v_diff = v_temp [1:] - v_temp [: -1]

107

mark = np . where ( v_diff >=0.05)

108

mark = np . array ( mark )

109

110

# change q for long wavelength case

111

if ( mark . size != 0) :

112

num = mark . size

113

delta = []

114

delta1 = []

115

for i in range (0 , num -1) :

116

print ( i )

117

max_point = max ( q [ mark [0][ i ] -1: mark [0][ i +1]+1])

118

min_point = min ( q [ mark [0][ i ] -1: mark [0][ i +1]+1])

119

shift = ( max_point + min_point ) /2

120

delta . append ( shift )

121

shift1 = q [ mark [0][ i ]+1] - q [ mark [0][ i +1]+1]

122

delta1 . append ( shift1 )

123

print ( delta [ -1])

124

print ( delta1 [ -1])

125

126

delta = np . array ( delta )

127

delta1 = np . array ( delta1 )

128
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if ( num == 2) :

129

130

i =0

131

q = q - delta [0]

132

q [: mark [0][ i ]+1] = q [: mark [0][ i ]+1] - delta1 [0]

133

q [ mark [0][ i +1]+1:] = q [ mark [0][ i +1]+1:] + delta1
[0]
elif ( num > 2) :

134

135

q = q - delta [0]

136

q [: mark [0][0]+1] = q [: mark [0][0]+1] - delta1 [0]

137

for i in range (1 , num -1) :
q [ mark [0][ i ]+1: mark [0][ i +1]+1] = q [ mark [0][ i

138

]+1: mark [0][ i +1]+1] + delta1 [ i ]
q [ mark [0][ i +1]+1:] = q [ mark [0][ i +1]+1:] + delta1 [ i

139

]
140

141

q = q - ( min ( q ) + max ( q ) ) /2

142

143

print ( min ( q ) + max ( q ) )

144

145

q_all . append ( q )

146

147

Temperature = q +1

148

T_all . append ( Temperature )

149

150

ne = ( q +1) **(5/2) -( q +1)

151

ne_all . append ( ne )

152

153

x = np . arange (0 ,10 ,0.001)

154

if ( z % 0.5 == 0 and z != 0) :
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155

fig = plt . plot (x , v_temp + z *2 , color = ’ black ’)

156

fig = plt . plot (x , q + z *2 , color = ’ red ’)

157

plt . axhline ( y = z *2 , color = ’b ’)

158

159

160

df = pd . DataFrame ( velocity_all )

161

os . system ( ’ rm - rf velocity_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’)

162

df . to_csv ( ’ velocity_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’)

163

164

df = pd . DataFrame ( q_all )

165

os . system ( ’ rm - rf q_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’)

166

df . to_csv ( ’ q_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’)

167

168

df = pd . DataFrame ( T_all )

169

os . system ( ’ rm - rf T_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’)

170

df . to_csv ( ’ T_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’)

171

172

df = pd . DataFrame ( ne_all )

173

os . system ( ’ rm - rf ne_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’)

174

df . to_csv ( ’ ne_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’)

175

176

177

plt . title ( ’ Velocity and q ’)

178

plt . xlabel ( ’ w_0 * t ’ , fontsize =12)

179

plt . ylabel ( ’ unitless z ’ , fontsize =12)

180

plt . show

181

plt . savefig ( ’ v elocit y_and_ q_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . png ’)

182

183

fig2 = plt . figure ( dpi =250 , figsize =(8 ,12) )
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184

plt . axis ([0 ,10 ,0 ,12])

185

T_array = np . array ( T_all )

186

ne_array = np . array ( ne_all )

187

for z in np . arange (0 ,4.51 ,0.05) :

188

x = np . arange (0 ,10 ,0.001)

189

if ( z % 0.5 == 0 and z != 0) :

190

count = int ( z *20)

191

fig2 = plt . plot (x , T_array [ count ,:]+ z *2 -1 , color = ’ red ’)

192

fig2 = plt . plot (x , ne_array [ count ,:]+ z *2 , color = ’ blue ’)

193

plt . axhline ( y = z *2 , color = ’b ’)

194

195

plt . title ( ’ Temperature and ne ’)

196

plt . xlabel ( ’ w_0 * t ’ , fontsize =12)

197

plt . ylabel ( ’ unitless z ’ , fontsize =12)

198

plt . show

199

plt . savefig ( ’ T e m p e r a t u r e _ a n d _ n e _ w 1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . png ’)

2

Python script for applying fractional perturbation

1

import numpy as np

2

from numpy import sqrt , sin , cos , pi

3

from scipy . interpolate import interp1d

4

from scipy import special

5

import pandas as pd

6

import matplotlib as mpl

7

import matplotlib . pyplot as plt

8

import matplotlib . gridspec as gridspec

9

import os

10
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11

fontsize_axis

= 12

12

fontsize_ticks

= 8

13

labelpad_axis

= 2

14

labelpad_ticks

= 0.5

15

fontsize_text

= 14

16

fontsize_title

= 16

17

18

mpl . rcParams [ ’ text . usetex ’] = False

19

20

k_b = 1.38 e -16 # erg / K

21

N_a = 6.02 e23 # Avogadro constant

22

R = N_a * k_b # gas constant in cgs

23

gamma = 5/3

24

mu = 1.4 # molecular weight

25

c_0 = 7.0 # km / s

26

g = 0.274 # km / s

27

H = c_0 **2./( gamma * g ) # Hp

28

w_0 = gamma * g /(2* c_0 ) # rad / s

29

v_0 = 0.01* c_0 # km / s

30

z_0 = 300 # km

31

w = 1.12

32

33

CM_TO_M = 1.0 E -02

34

KM_TO_M = 1.0 E +03

35

G_TO_KG = 1.0 E -3

36

37

# read atmosphere model

38

umbra model

39

atm o s p h e r e _ m o d e l _ f i l e = ’/ Users /.../ RH / Atmos / model1006 . atmos ’
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40

with open ( a t m o s p h e r e _ m o d e l _ f i l e ) as f :

41

lis = [ line . split () for line in f ]

42

f . close

43

44

# umbra model data

45

height = np . asarray ( lis [12:92]) [: ,0]. astype ( float )

46

temperature = np . asarray ( lis [12:92]) [: ,1]. astype ( float )

47

ne = np . asarray ( lis [12:92]) [: ,2]. astype ( float )

48

velocity = np . asarray ( lis [12:92]) [: ,3]. astype ( float )

49

velocity_turb = np . asarray ( lis [12:92]) [: ,4]. astype ( float )

50

51

# perturbation data

52

t e m p e r a t u r e _ p e r t u r b a t i o n = ’/ Users /.../ non_linear_model / q_all_w1
.12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’

53

ne_perturbation = ’/ Users /.../ non_linear_model / ne_all_w1 .12 _v0
.01 _c7 . csv ’

54

vel o c i t y _ p e r t u r b a t i o n = ’/ Users /.../ non_linear_model /
velocity_all_w1 .12 _v0 .01 _c7 . csv ’

55

56

T_perturb = pd . read_csv ( temperature_perturbation , header = None )

57

ne_perturb = pd . read_csv ( ne_perturbation , header = None )

58

v_perturb = pd . read_csv ( velocity_perturbation , header = None )

59

60

T_perturb = np . array ( T_perturb )

61

T_perturb = T_perturb [1: ,1:]

62

63

ne_perturb = np . array ( ne_perturb )

64

ne_perturb = ne_perturb [1: ,1:]
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66

v_perturb = np . array ( v_perturb )

67

v_perturb = v_perturb [1: ,1:]

68

69

z = np . arange (0 ,4.51 ,0.05) *2* H

70

t_interval = 1/ w_0

71

72

73

output_keywords = ’ u m b r a _ n o n _ l i n e a r _ m o d e l s ’

74

num = height . size

75

for t in np . arange (0 ,10 ,0.1) :

76

77

t_real = t * t_interval

78

t_scl = 0.05/0.001

79

i = t *1000

80

81

file_name = output_keywords + ’_ %06.2 fs . atmos ’ % t_real

82

83

os . system ( ’ rm - rf ’+ file_name )

84

print ( ’ Now processing ’+ file_name )

85

86

87

88

with open ( a t m o s p h e r e _ m o d e l _ f i l e ) as f :
lines = f . readlines ()
f . close

89

90

temp_p = T_perturb [: , int ( i ) ]

91

ne_p = ne_perturb [: , int ( i ) ]

92

v_p = v_perturb [: , int ( i ) ]

93

94

h_mod = height - z_0
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95

96

# error function

97

err_f = ( special . erf (( height -150) /50) +1) /2.

98

mark = np . where (( h_mod >= z [0]) & ( h_mod <= z [ -1]) )

99

100

f1 = interp1d (z , temp_p , kind = ’ cubic ’ , fill_value = ’ extrapolate ’

101

)
102

temp_p1 = np . zeros ( num )

103

temp_p1 [ mark ] = f1 ( h_mod [ mark ])

104

temp_new = ( err_f * temp_p1 +1) * temperature

105

106

f2 = interp1d (z , ne_p , kind = ’ cubic ’ , fill_value = ’ extrapolate ’)

107

ne_p1 = np . zeros ( num )

108

ne_p1 [ mark ] = f2 ( h_mod [ mark ])

109

ne_new = ( err_f * ne_p1 +1) * ne

110

111

f3 = interp1d (z , v_p , kind = ’ cubic ’ , fill_value = ’ extrapolate ’)

112

v_p1 = np . zeros ( num )

113

v_p1 [ mark ] = f3 ( h_mod [ mark ])

114

v_new = ( err_f * v_p1 ) * c_0 + velocity

115

116

117

for j in range (12 ,92) :
lines [ j ] = ’

’+ format ( height [j -12] , ’ .8 E ’) + ’

’+

format ( temp_new [j -12] , ’ .6 E ’) +\
118

’

’+ format ( ne_new [j -12] , ’ .6 E ’) + ’

-12] , ’ .6 E ’) + ’

’+ lines [ j ][65:]

119

120

with open ( file_name , ’w ’) as f4 :

101

’+ format ( v_new [j

121

122

f4 . writelines ( lines )
f4 . close

123

124

if t % 0.5 == 0:

125

file_name1 = output_keywords + ’_ %06.2 fs . png ’ % t_real

126

fig = plt . figure ( dpi =250 , figsize =(8 ,6.4) )

127

gs = gridspec . GridSpec ( ncols =1 , nrows =2)

128

plt . subplots_adjust ( left = None , bottom = None , right = None
, top = None , wspace =0.3 , hspace =.23)

129

ax1 = plt . subplot ( gs [0])

130

ax2 = plt . subplot ( gs [1])

131

132

ax1 . plot ( height , err_f * temp_p1 +1 , height , temp_p1 +1)

133

ax1 . legend ([ ’ with err_f ’ , ’ original ’] , loc = ’ upper left ’)

134

ax1 . set_xlim ([ -200 ,1000])

135

ax1 . set_ylim ([0.6 ,1.4])

136

137

y1 = temp_new

138

ax2 . plot ( height [20:] , temperature [20:] , ’ - ’)

139

ax2 . plot ( height [20:] , y1 [20:] , ’ -- ’)

140

ax2 . legend ([ ’ original temperature ’ , ’ with perturbation ’
] , loc = ’ upper right ’)

141

ax2 . set_xlim ([ -200 ,1000])

142

ax2 . set_yscale ( ’ log ’)

143

ax2 . set_xlabel ( ’ Height ’ , fontsize = fontsize_axis )

144

ax2 . set_ylabel ( ’ Temperature ’ , fontsize = fontsize_axis )

145

146

plt . tight_layout ()

147

plt . savefig ( file_name1 )
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148

plt . show ()
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